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Power generation in Bangladesh depends 60 percent on gas, including
imported liquefied natural gas (LNG). The government is also taking initiatives
to go for LNG further to generate power for meeting the future demand for
power. Experts apprehended that it may force the country to rely more on gas
until 2050 or even beyond, and make it exclusively dependent on gas. The
main challenge of such a situation would be that a major portion of the gas
requirement will have to be met through imports from the volatile energy
market. Abandoning 10 planned coal-based power plants would put further
pressure on gas. As a result, there is every possibility that the power price would
go up, making local businesses comparatively less competitive. Experts think
that the exclusive reliance on gas would also make long-term energy security
vulnerable. So, it would be always better to explore alternative options,
including coal possibilities. Many of the experts argued that Bangladesh does
not have the obligation to phase out coal at this moment due to its very low
level of carbon emission. So, Bangladesh could go for coal option, particularly
its own coal, to keep electricity prices low.
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It will be highly essential at this moment to focus more on devising an
appropriate fuel mix to face the future challenges of meeting energy demand.
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Bangladesh does not have basic
raw materials for the readymade
garment and textile industry. The
desired efficiency and productivity
could not also be achieved yet.
These two export products are
competitive in the world market
relying on cheaper energy and
workers. The recent price hike of
primary fuel, particularly diesel,
would definitely create an adverse
impact on the industry… Faruque
Hassan tells EP

27
It would be extremely
challenging for Bangladesh to
come out of fossil fuel so soon.
The country should make
aggressive efforts to develop
renewable energy and its storage
capacities as well as ensuring
efficient use of energy. Launching
storage technology-based pilot
projects to gradually reach a state
would facilitate using renewable
energy round the clock...more in
Special Report

9
Natural gas is still dominating as the
commercial fuel for power generation
in Bangladesh with around 60%
contribution. In the two Power System
Master Plans (PSMPs) adopted over the
past decade, gas was supposed to
contribute only 25% and 35%
respectively. But the government has
moved out of these plans and
continued with gas. The country has
no obligation, yet it volunteered to
phase out coal.

Encouraged by the readers and patrons, the EP would continue bringing
out Green Pages to contribute to the country’s efforts in its journey
towards environment-friendly energy.
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Petronas Enters Two Upstream
Accords
Petronas
signed
agreements
relating
upstream
investments
Malaysia.

has
two
to
in

One
is
a
memorandum of
understanding with Petroleum Sarawak Berhad (PETROS)
concerning a staggered increase of gas supplies to Sarawak,
ultimately raising the allocation to 1.2 bcf/d.
This should support the state’s aspirations to attract
investments from new industries, Petronas said, also providing
impetus for further upstream exploration.
A commercial collaboration agreement with the Sabah State
Government should lead to strengthened collaboration in
developing Sabah’s oil and gas industry.
Sabah’s nominated state-owned entity will be given the
opportunity to increase its participation in upstream
petroleum arrangements, including in partnership with
PETRONAS Carigali.
The parties plan to establish a consultative framework for
jointly engagement in issues of importance to the industry.

India’s Natural Gas Output
Rises 23%
Domestic natural
gas
production
increased 23% to
2,868
million
standard
cubic
meter (mscm) in
November on a
year-on-year (y-oy) basis, mainly
due to higher
production from Reliance Industries (RIL) and from BP’s ultradeep-water field in the KG-D6 Block of the Krishna Godavari
basin on the east coast.
The output had fallen 8.1% Y-o-Y to 28,670.6 mscm in FY21,
but had subsequently increased 21% y-o-y to 16,890.9 mscm
in the April-September period of the ongoing fiscal.
Production also commenced on August 31 from staterun ONGC’s U1B deep-water gas well located in
KG-DWN 98/2 block, which has an estimated peak
production of 1.2 mscmd.

Adnoc Distribution Signs Deal to
Supply Fuel
Adnoc Distribution, the
UAE’s largest fuel and
convenience retailer, has
signed an agreement to
supply
fuel
and
lubricants to more than
3,000 cars managed by
Dubai-based Cars Taxi
for five years.
As part of the deal, the company will supply Cars Taxi
vehicles with fuel and Adnoc Voyage lubricant made from
high-quality Murban crude oil.
“As the UAE’s leading provider of fuel, we are delighted to be
working with Cars Taxi to provide fuel and lubricants to its
fleet,” said Bader Al Lamki, chief executive of Adnoc
Distribution.

Santos JV to Drill Dorado Satellite
Prospects in January
The Santos Ltd.-Carnarvon Petroleum Ltd. joint venture
in Dorado oil discovery permits WA-437-P and WA438-P, Bedout sub-basin, offshore Western Australia has
announced plans to drill two satellite prospects early
in the New Year.
The Pavo-1 wildcat is scheduled to spud during midlate January 2021 and the Apus-1 well will follow. The
JV has contracted jack-up rig Noble Tom Prosser for the
two-well program.
Pavo-1, 42 km east of Dorado in 88 m of water, will
target the primary Caley to Crespin interval, similar to
that intersected in the Dorado discovery.
The prospect has estimated potential to hold around 82
million bbl of recoverable liquids and 100 bcf of gas.
Following initial drilling, the well will be deepened to
acquire geological information on two underlying
intervals to provide data regarding Bedout sub-basin's
broader potential.
Pavo-1 drilling is expected to take 2 months before the
rig is moved to Apius-1 about 20 km to the southwest.
Apus-1, in 84 m of water, will target the Caley and
Milne intervals which are similar to those intersected
at Dorado. This well is expected to have a drilling time
of 1 month. Apus prospect is estimated to have
potential to hold 235 million bbl of recoverable liquids
and 400 bcfd of gas.
January 1, 2022
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DPDC Asked to Enhance Digital
Technology

Saif Powertec
Saif
Powertec
Limited has informed
the
authorities
concerned that the
board of directors
has decided to invest
in
88
INNOVATIONS ENGINEERING LTD., which will carry on
business of all types of information technology and
telecommunication projects, information technology enabled
services (ITeS), facilities, services or works etc.
The company will invest 55% of total equity of 88
INNOVATIONS ENGINEERING LTD i.e. Tk 110 million as
initial investments for its subsidiary company.

State minister for power, energy and mineral resources Nasrul
Hamid has directed the officials of the Dhaka Power
Distribution Company Ltd (DPDC) to enhance its move to
exploit digital technology for improving customer services.
He made the directives while addressing a function at Bidduyt
Bhaban in the city to observe “Digital Bangladesh Day 2021”
recently.
“You have to increase the use of technology to turn the DPDC
into a modern entity,” he told the officials.
He mentioned that other power distribution companies are
getting digitalized to increase their service.

Total Approximate project cost, annual revenue and Net profit
will be Tk 750 million, Tk 1.0 billion and Tk 240 million
respectively.
The company has also informed that Saif Powertec Limited is
going to establish another revenue generating unit named Oil
and Gas Operation.

Summit Closes Madhabdi Plant
as Govt Power Deal Expires
The
Summit
Power
has
closed its gasfired Madhabdi
Power
Plant
Unit-2 as the
plant's
power
purchase
agreement with

DPDC managing director Bikash Dewan chaired the event.
Power secretary also addressed the function.

Furnace Oil-Laden Vessel
Damaged in Mongla
A vessel named 'MT
Monowar'
carrying
furnace
oil
was
damaged in an accident
at Bua area No. 15 of
Mongla Port channel on
the Sundarbans coast of
the Bay of Bengal.
The incident took place recently when it collided with a
sinking ship named 'Wreck Ocean Wave'.
As a result, the water tank of 'MT Monowar' has perforated.
However, the oil tankers of the ship are still safe, said the
Mongla Port authorities.
Meanwhile, Coast Guard ship named 'Shahid Munsur Ali'
reached the spot to observe the ship and rescue the sailors.
The damaged vessel contained 1,500 metric tons of furnace
oil. The vessel, owned by Abul Kalam Oil Supply Limited in
Chittagong, was carrying oil to the Daulatpur Jamuna Oil
Depot in Khulna.

the government has expired.
Through a disclosure published on the website of the
Dhaka Stock Exchange, the listed power company
recently said the agreement of the 24.30 megawatt
plant expired on December 15 this year.
On February 18 this year, the company had applied for
extension of the contract for supply of electricity to the
Power Division of the power, energy and mineral
resources ministry, which is under active consideration,
the disclosure added.
The company has also informed that the plant is in
shut-down condition from the midnight of December
15 until further instruction from the ministry, as the
term of the power purchase agreement is over.

January 1, 2022
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23rd AGM of MJL Bangladesh Held

IDCOL Wins ICAB National Award

The 23rd Annual
General Meeting of
MJL
Bangladesh
Limited (MJLBL) was
held on a virtual
platform recently.
The meeting
presided over by Md. Anisur Rahman, Chairman,
Bangladesh Limited while Managing Director of
Bangladesh Limited Azam J Chowdhury was present.
shareholders approved 55 per cent cash dividend.

was
MJL
MJL
The

3 Injured in Explosion from
‘Gas Leak’ in Old Dhaka
A couple and their sevenyear-old daughter were
injured in a fire followed
by an explosion believed
to be originated from a
gas leak in old Dhaka
recently.
The injured -- Md Kamal (35), his wife Selina Akter (30) and
their daughter Bonya — were given treatment at Sheikh Hasina
National Institute of Burn and Plastic surgery.
Fire engulfed the house after the explosion took place on the
ground floor of a four-storied building in Alu Bazar area.
Firefighters rushed to the spot and doused the blaze.

Dhaka Bank Signs Deal with
United Ashuganj Energy

Infrastructure Development Company Limited (IDCOL) has
been awarded the Second Position in 21st ICAB National
Award for Best Presented Annual Reports - 2020 under Public
Sector category.
The competition was based on independent evaluation of the
Review Committee for Published Accounts & Reports (RCPAR)
of Council-ICAB and due recommendation of the Jury Board.
Tipu Munshi, MP, Minister, Ministry of Commerce,
Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh who was
present as the Chief Guest of the award giving ceremony,
handed over the award to Mohammed Jabed Emran, Chief
Risk Officer, IDCOL.

Govt to Procure 2.89m tonnes
Crude, Reﬁned Fuel
The government has cleared
proposals for procuring over 2.89
million tonnes of fuel oils
including 1.6 million tonnes of
crude oil from Saudi Arab and
nearly 1.29 million tonnes of
refined fuel oil from Singapore
spending over Tk 150 billion.
The procurement proposal was approved in a meeting of
Cabinet Committee on Government Purchase (CCGP) held
recently with Finance Minister AHM Mustafa Kamal in the
chair.

Dhaka Bank Limited has signed an agreement with United
Ashuganj Energy Limited — a concern of United Group — for
arrangement of Preference Shares (Cumulative, Redeemable and
Non-convertible) of Tk 2,000 million at the bank's head office.
Dhaka Bank is the 'Lead Arranger' and 'Investor' for this
transaction.
Emranul Huq, Managing Director & CEO of Dhaka Bank;
Moinuddin Hasan Rashid, Chairman & Managing Director of
United Group; and Mohammad Abu Jafar, Additional Managing
Director of Dhaka Bank, were present in the program.

The meeting approved a total of 15 proposals, Cabinet
Division Additional Secretary Md Shamsul Arefin told
reporters at a virtual briefing.
Bangladesh Petroleum Corporation (BPC) will buy 16 lakh
metric tonnes of crude oil from ADNOC, Abu Dhabi and
Saudi ARAMCO for the 2022 calendar year at a cost of Tk
74.67 billion, he informed.
Under a separate proposal, it will procure another 12.90 lakh
metric tonnes of fuel oil from Petro China International,
Singapore, Unipec Singapore Pte Ltd, Vito Asia Pte Ltd,
Singapore spending Tk 76.27 billion for January-June period
for the next year.

January 1, 2022
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atural gas is still dominating as the commercial fuel for power generation in
Bangladesh. Around 60% of the total
power generation depends on gas. In the two
Power System Master Plans (PSMPs) adopted
over the past decade, gas was supposed to generate only 25% and 35% of power respectively.
But the government has moved out of these
plans and continued with gas. Though the
country has no obligation, yet on its own, it
volunteered to phase out coal. The government
has not, however, officially announced that
there will be “No Coal Policy”. But initiatives
are being taken to go for LNG for generating
power that would fall short, around 8,500 MW,
due to abandoning 10 coal projects.

December 16, 2021
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This may force relying on gas till 2050
or even beyond, and make Bangladesh
exclusively dependent on gas. The main
challenge of such a situation would be
that a major portion of the gas
requirement will have to meet through
imports from the volatile energy market.
Bangladesh has now started formulating
an “Integrated Energy and Power Master
Plan” with the assistance of Japan. On
the other hand, some projects for setting
up infrastructure for increasing LNG
supply by 2031 through import are
being implemented. Endeavors for
exploration of new gas resources and
increasing production from existing gas
fields through application of modern
technology is also progressing.
Talking to EP, officials at the Energy
Division, Petrobangla and relevant
companies have claimed that fears are
no more persisting about the gas
reserves depletion completely by 2031
even if no new gas field is discovered.
They argued that the projects already
taken up by BAPEX, BGFCL and SGFL
would boost production by 900
MMCFD within 2031. The IOCs would
contribute another 600 MMCFD. That
would make it possible to retain 26002800 MMCFD production from the
country's own resources. In 2031, the
gas demand is projected to be 4200
MMCFD. In such a situation, imported
LNG contribution would be kept at
1200-1400 MMCFD. The Energy and
Mineral Resources Division (EMRD)
was, however, continuing its efforts to
set up infrastructure for importing upto
4200-4500 MMCFD of LNG. Most of
these projects are still at preliminary
stages though.

Present Status and
Future Perspectives of LNG
Bangladesh stepped into the LNG world
in 2018 through starting the operation
of Floating Storage & Regasification
Unit (FSRU) of US company Excelerate
Energy at Maheshkhali Coastal area.
Within two years, another FSRU of local

Summit Group started operation. The
annual capacity of each of the FSRUs is
3.75 million tonnes. In other words, the
two FSRUs together can deliver a
maximum of 1000 MMCFD. On an
average, they have so far delivered 650
MMCFD. For an issue with the subsea
pipeline, the operation of Summitowned FSRU is temporarily out of
operation. The operation is expected to
resume by the middle of this month
(January 2022). Petrobangla is now
under stress due to confronting the gas
supply deficit. Till 2019 there were
negotiations and studies for three more
FSRUs, but at a certain stage a decision
was taken for no more FSRU as the
authorities considered it unreliable in
the context of Bangladesh.

FSRU Revisited
The EMRD, after taking a decision for
another FSRU, has advised Petrobangla
for negotiating and concluding
contracts with Summit Group. Relevant
sources confirmed signing this
agreement in 2-3 months under a
special act for power and energy supply.
The FSRU would come into operation
within 18 months of signing the
agreement. The energy division expects
that it would come into operation within
the middle of 2023. Within this period,
Excelerate Energy may also increase its
capacity from 500 MMCFD to 630
MMCFD through implementing Dry
Docking. As such, in Moheshkhali, the
regasification capacity of LNG would
increase to 1630 MMCFD by 2023. The
Energy Division and GTCL have assured
that two pipelines together can evacuate
the RLNG without any issue. But this
may require some work in some areas
of the gas grid. Plans have been made
for completing these within the time
frame.
LNG Supply in the Western Region
Despite constructing a gas transmission
pipeline with huge investment, there are
no other places in the southern region,
other than Bhola, where gas supply has

started even. In Khulna, the dual-fuel
power plants are using furnace oil only.
NWPGCL is working to complete the
work of 800MW power plant. It has
finalized plans for setting up of a
3,600MW gas-based power plant at
Payra under joint venture. Initially it
planned to import LNG for its Khulna
and Payra plants. But now they
abandoned that idea. They now want
Petrobangla to supply them RLNG from
its gas grid. Energy division is now
considering four proposals for gas
supply in the southern region.
Two of these proposals are importing
RLNG by pipelines from India. The first
one was Indian Oil Company and
Petrobangla under G2G initiatives
importing gas through pipelines at
Jessore or Satkhira. The two years old
discussion did not achieve much
headway. However, talks have again
resumed for finalizing the Gas Sales
Agreement (GSA).
The Energy Division on principle
accepted a proposal of Indian Private
Sector Company H Energy. RPGCL has
been tasked with discussing and
concluding agreements. A source of
RPGCL informed the EP that two
companies want to deliver 300 MMCFD
each. But talks are at a very early stage.
A source in the RPGCL said that after 3
months it would be clear whether these
two proposals would at all see the lights
to the end of the tunnel.
Saudi Arabian Company Engineering
Dimension International Investment LLC
has submitted a proposal for supplying
500-1000 MCFD gas through pipeline
importing LNG into India. EP came to
know that this proposal is now at the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
Bangladesh.

LNG Import via Payra
Chinese company CMC, German
Technology Giant Siemens and British
IOC BP expressed interest in partnering
with NWPGCL in its 3,600 MW gas-

January 1, 2022
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based power plant at Payra. BP
on behalf of the JV started
carrying out a feasibility study
for LNG supply at Payra. But at
one stage, BP left and US
company Excelerate Energy
stepped in. They started
working through bringing some
changes in the original plan.
Their plan includes supplying
LNG through subsea pipelines
and setting up an LNG terminal
at deep sea. Side by side they
proposed supplying RLNG
through a pipeline to Khulna. This
proposal stated 500 MMCFD RLNG
supply. Sources said the price of RLNG
proposed is less than what Bangladesh
is getting from FSRUs at Maheshkhali.
Later a similar proposal was submitted
by Summit Group. A committee at
EMRD is now examining the two
proposals. The report of the committee
may be given in a month or two.
Land Based Terminal (LBT)
at Matarbari
In addition to FSRU, the government
has decided to set up a land-based
terminal at Matarbari. Tokyo gas has
been engaged as a consultant for
preparing a tender document for it. In
the meantime, 12 companies responded
to the Expression of Interest for EPCM
type contract. Of them, 7 companies
have been shortlisted for sending the
tender document. The RPGCL source
informed the EP that the tender
document is now ready. The proposal
would be requested for submission in
March 2022. Later after receipt of
proposals,
evaluation,
approval,
negotiation with the evaluated bidder it
may be possible concluding agreement
by 2023 for the LNG Terminal at
Matarbari. It may be possible to bring
the 1000 MMCFD import capacity
terminal into operation by June 2026. It
is being said that within a year of
operation the capacity may be
increased by another 500 MMCFD.

LNG Import
EMRD envisions

increasing

LNG

Bapex rig preparing for exploration drill

Photo: Bapex

regasification capacity from 1000
MMCFD to 4200-5000 MMCFD in
phases from 2023 to 2031. Sensing the
volatility of global market price of LNG,
it has been decided to limit reliance on
imported LNG. The essence of present
thought is limiting LNG import to 1,0001,200 MMCFD. For this, EMRD has
worked out plans for increasing supply
of gas from its own source (up to 2023
short term plan, 2026 mid-term plan
and 2031 long-term plan). Some
proposals for purchasing LNG under
long-term purchase are also under
consideration sensing challenges of
purchases from the spot market. Qatar
and Oman have decided to reduce the
sale of LNG under long-term contracts
from 2022. This has created additional
stress for EMRD.

EMRD Plans Increasing Supply from
Own Sources
The present gas supply capacity from
Petrobangla companies and IOC’s
operated fields is 2,730 MMCFD. From
the depleting trend, it is being assumed
that at the present rate of use from 2022
the production gradually would deplete
completely by 2031 if no new discovery
and development of gas field(s) is made
by this time. Of course, it is being told
not to get frustrated accepting these
assumptions. A highly placed official of
EMRD told the EP that if it proceeded
along the right track, production would
be maintained at the present level until
2031. By this time about 8 TCF new gas

would be available from field
growth and new discovery.
Around 900 MMCFD new
supplies would come from
BAPEX, BGFCL and SGFL
operated fields and 600
MMCFD from IOCs operated
fields. This 1,500 MMCFD new
gas supply would keep supply
from local sources at present
level. To meet 4,200 MMCFD
demand in 2031, RLNG supply
would be kept restricted to
1,200 MMCFD.

National Gas Company BAPEX
EMRD source informed the EP that
national gas company BAPEX along
with BGFCL and SGFL would carry out
exploration works on a standalone
basis, joint venture and also through
engaging drilling contractors in onshore
areas till 2031. During this period, a
total of 24 exploration wells, 35
development wells and 33 work overs
would be accomplished. 7-8 TCF new
gas discovery is expected. BAPEX
during this period would carry out
exploration at Soriatpur, Togbi, Sreekail
North, Sreekail North 1A, Elsha, Sylhet
10, Sreekail deep, Mobarakpur Deep,
Titas Deep, Bakhrabad Deep, Dupitila,
Batchia, Haragach, Rashidpur Deep,
Kachalong, Sitapahar, Soilakupa, Savar—
Singair, Sunetra 2, Titas 33, Titas 36,
Rashidpur 13 and Rashidpur 14
structures. One BAPEX official
expressed optimism that if present
support of EMRD continues, it may be
possible to achieve the target. But Prof
Dr. Ijaz Hossain, former professor of
BUET considered this as highly
ambitious and unlikely to be achieved.
IOC Initiative
Chevron is the main IOC operating gas
fields in Bangladesh onshore now.
Around 50% of the total gas production
is coming from its three under operation
gas fields. Bibiyana is the largest gas
field. Initiative has been taken for
drilling a gas well in the flank with a

January 1, 2022
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view to maintaining the
production of the field at the
present level. More wells would
be drilled subject to success
from the first well. Petrobangla
approval has been sought for
installation of Inlet Compressor
at Jalalabad Gas Field. Besides
these, Chevron has proposed
for fresh exploration at Blocks
12, 13 and 14. One source
claimed that delay by the
EMRD to respond to it is
impeding the progress of work
on this initiative.

Offshore Exploration
Bangladesh could not start exploration
in a long time after the resolution of
maritime boundary disputes with India
and Myanmar in the Bay of Bengal. The
initiative for launching a fresh bidding
round in deep water in 2019 was
frustrated by the COVID outbreak.
Santos and Daewoo have wrapped up
their operations in Bangladesh. Indian
company ONGC is now working in two
offshore blocks. They are drilling a well
at Kanchon. After drilling down to 3,200
meters there was no gas found at two
expected layers. Gas at further depth is
expected. ONGC has plans for drilling
two more wells. These may start in June
2022. It is to be noted that
commencement of drilling was delayed
for a year for resolving tax complexities
of NBR. Petrobangla sources claimed
that drilling like work would suffer if
such attitude is not changed. IOCs
would be discouraged.
Multi-Client Surveys
At long last, a contract could be
concluded with Tgs and Schlumberger
JV for carrying out multi-client surveys
before the outbreak of COVID
pandemic. But work has not started yet.
Before the start, they tried to check with
intending bidders for data sales. But
getting little or no response, they did not
start the work. Petrobangla sources
informed that it organized meetings

IOCs are turning around from pandemic
impacts. Experts have genuine
apprehensions about positive responses
from them now. When asked,
Petrobangla officials said the possibility
of getting a positive response is remote
now. But we must not keep our fingers
crossed. For creating any momentum or
dynamism in exploration activities, we
must get out of bureaucratic tangles.
Otherwise no IOC would make risky
investment in Bangladesh offshore.

increased their own coal
production. Contrary to that
Bangladesh has shelved 10
coal power projects. For
political
decisions,
coal
exploitation
remains
in
suspended animation. It is
uncertain whether the technoeconomic analysis on own coal
would be done or not at all.
Consequently, natural gas is the
only primary fuel option for
Bangladesh. Experts are not at
all optimistic about the 10-year
gas exploration plan. Over the past 20
years, 14 TCF gas from the discovered
proven reserves has been used. The
addition of gas over this period is only
about 3.0 TCF. Hence there is an
apprehension over the possibility of
discovering new gas. BAPEX and IOC
sources informed that without positive
support of EMRD, necessary momentum
in exploration activities cannot be
created in this regard. Again, there
appears no proven record of
Petrobangla's intention about exploring
and exploiting its own resources. The
highly ambitious initiative of drilling
108 wells by BAPEX in 5 years died its
natural death. Petrobangla and EMRD
became laughing stocks. The experts,
however, expressed the optimism that
this time the BAPEX, BGFCL, SGFL and,
at the same time, Chevron initiatives
would yield positive results - new gas
resources would be discovered and
production would increase.

Conclusion
The developed world has emphasized
on natural gas as a transition fuel for
getting out of coal. Consequently, the
demand for gas and LNG has shot up
significantly. The COP26 could not
reach a consensus on phasing out of
coal. China and India have announced
to reach net zero targets by 2060 and
2070 respectively. But no clear plans
have been announced on how they
would do that. Recent media reports
indicated that China and India have

Can Bangladesh keep its exportable
commodities competitive in the
world market after absorbing the
price shock of imported LNG in the
event
of
the
EMRD
and
Petrobangla's failure in exploring
and discovering new gas resources?
There is no doubt that many new
challenges would emerge in
Bangladesh being a developing
economy if sustainable energy
security cannot be ensured at an
affordable price.
EP

Summit FSRU in Maheshkhali coast

with 19 IOCs in 2019. They proposed
to bring some amendments in the
updated model PSC. But EMRD negated
that proposal stating about the approval
of updated PSC in the not too distant
past. Recently RFP has been invited to
engage a consultant for amending the
PSC. It is expected that by mid-2022 a
consultant can be engaged and PSC can
be amended. Based on that, a fresh
bidding round may be launched by end
2022.
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he present government has already completed the third year of
its third consecutive term. Year
2021 was the golden jubilee of
Bangladesh's independence. The nation
also celebrated the birth centenary of
the Father of the Nation. The country
has achieved some significant milestones over the past 50 years. Providing
access to power to 99.75% of the population and achieving the recognition of
graduation to a developing nation from
the LDC status are two of the major
milestones. However, the year 2022 is
expected to be a challenging one from
the point of view of stocktaking and
consolidating the successes. From 2026
onwards, Bangladesh would no longer
get preferences as a least developed
country (LDC) like access to concessionary loans of the development partners. Bangladesh would require doing
everything possible to ensure sustainable energy security for the industries so
that local products remain competitive
in the global market. It has to revamp its
underperforming energy sector organizations and institutions for embracing
challenges. A right choice of fuel mix,
energy efficiency and conservation
would be the key for ensuring quality
power and energy supply to all at affordable cost.
The global energy world is experiencing
a paradigm shift from traditional fossil
fuels to green, clean energy. The world
came closer than ever before in agreeing that much greater pledges, commitments and actions have become
essential for saving the world from catastrophic disasters out of global warming. The Glasgow Climate Summit
(COP26) recognized the requirement for

much greater universal actions for limiting global warming below 1.5 degrees
C by 2100. Bangladesh, although not
possessing a mentionable carbon footprint, is among the major climate vulnerable countries. It’s energy generation
is still about 97% dependent on fossil
fuel. Easily available own natural gas
supplied at much lower than economic
price provided the backbone of
Bangladesh economy. But the proven
reserve of natural gas is fast depleting.
For lack of appropriate planning and
bold political decisions, Bangladesh has
possibly missed the opportunity to exploit a significant reserve of superior
quality coal. Bangladesh lags far behind
technologically in developing renewable energy potential. Bangladesh has
no obligation to limit emissions. By
adopting modern technology, it can still
rely on fossil fuel till 2050.
Unfortunately for lack of timely decision
on mining its own coal and continued
failure of Petrobangla in championing
exploration of petroleum resources,
Bangladesh is increasingly turning into
an exclusively imported-fuel economy.
If it goes business as usual, Bangladesh
would become 60% dependent on imported fuel by 2030 and over 90% by
2041.
The country with a shallow coastal area
is also not suitable for setting up enabling infrastructure for imported fuel
like Japan, Korea and Taiwan. Moreover, Bangladesh economy at this stage
cannot absorb price shocks of volatile
global fuel market. Even after all these,
Bangladesh needs a smooth supply of
primary fuel for feeding its burgeoning

industries. Graduation of Bangladesh
from LDC status to developing economy
has also presented multi-dimensional
challenges. Many advantages available
for a LDC would no longer be available
from 2026. Between 2022 and 2025,
Bangladesh needs to do an awful lot to
prepare a solid foundation for a resilient
economy. Bangladesh will have to compete with other developing and developed economies through much more
efficient management of resources and
skillful operation of infrastructure.
Bangladesh would require expanding its
own resource base of primary fuel (gas,
coal and renewables), achieve energy
efficiency, reduce cost and develop
human capital.
Year 2022 is the penultimate year of the
third consecutive term of the present
government. The PSMPs of 2010 and
2018 have failed to achieve objectives.
Time would come when economists
through analysis would establish that
due to poor coordination among all
stakeholders, Bangladesh has so far
failed to achieve expected economic
benefits out of providing access to
99.75% population under power supply. In the changed global scenario,
Bangladesh would have to launch an
all-out drive in 2022 for implementing
a comprehensive power and energy system master plan, take final decision on
mining coal, much aggressive exploration initiative for petroleum resources
development, launch initiatives for developing all kinds of RE development.
For all these human capital development programs must be better coordinated and qualified line professionals
must be placed at decision-making po-
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sitions of the power and energy sectors.

Energy Sector Challenges in 2022
and 2023
The government must have realized by
now that the mere increase in power
generation capacity without comprehensive and integrated power and energy system plan and intensive
coordination among all segments of
power and energy value chain produced only marginal benefits. Failure in
own fuel exploration and development
(coal and gas) has led to unbalanced
and unaffordable fuel mix. Delays in implementation of mid-term baseload
power plants led to continuation of
short-term rental and quick rental power
plants. Failure of PGCB in implementing
power transmission projects on time
also created embarrassment. These left
BPDB with no other options but to account for a huge payment of capacity
charges. People would not believe that
COVID-19 is the main reason for the
delays. It is sad that even with
22,000MW installed power generation
capacity, the power system cannot effectively manage a power market of
15,000MW. BPDB can utilize only 50%
of the capacity of Payra Power Plant and
PGCB accounts for the capacity charge.
Concerns have been raised whether
PGCB can evacuate power from Rooppur Nuclear Power Plant on time in
2024. Anyway, 2022 and 2023 must see
expedited works of power transmission
and distribution projects for ensuring
operation of modern efficient and reliable power system.
We are aware that Bangladesh has
shelved 10 medium-to-large coal power
projects. The hurriedly taken decision
had little imagination. We are not sure
whether LNG would benefit at all. The
LNG shock in recent times must have
broken the day dreams of the policymakers. The big worries over 2022 and
2023 would be expediting its own gas
exploration campaign, commencement
of offshore exploration. Hope the policymakers would also give a fresh look
at mining their own coal.
Few people are advocating for more nuclear power plants. We must see
techno-economic benefits of Rooppur

Nuclear Power Plants for a while before
jumping the gun, though we believe additional units at Rooppur and one more
modern plant in the Southern region
can be an ideal baseload generation by
2041.
Bangladesh could achieve about 3%
contribution from renewable energy
(mostly solar) by now. Achieving 20%
contribution from RE by 2030 would be
a huge challenge. Bangladesh must
transform SREDA into a corporate entity
for RE and Energy Efficiency for reaping
benefits. China, India, Australia apart
from Western European countries are
growing big in RE. Even Saudi Arabia is
developing huge solar facilities. Offshore wind can be a potential area.
Using power generated from offshore
wind and through generating green hydrogen from seawater, hybrid power

Hope Bangladesh
would keep all avenues
open for formulating
pragmatic fuel mix in
under preparation
Integrated Power and
Energy Master Plan.
Supply quality and
reliable power at
affordable cost must
be the main objective
can be an area of research and development.
Setting up power grids in the BBIN region and cross border power trading initiatives must be launched over the next
two years. There are even more opportunities for importing solar from adjacent Indian states. These days, major
advances in batteries and storage facilities have brought the cost of solar power
within affordable limits.
Hope Bangladesh would keep all avenues open for formulating pragmatic
fuel mix in under preparation Integrated
Power and Energy Master Plan. Supply
quality and reliable power at affordable

cost must be the main objective. Without reliable power supply at affordable
cost the widely talked about mega investment in the Special Economic
Zones may not happen. For Bangladesh
commodities remaining competitive in
the world market, the cost of power and
fuel must be kept below the affordable
limit.

Reviewing and Restructuring
Petrobangla Companies
Hope most would agree that
Petrobangla companies have failed to
match the pace of development of the
power sector. Consequently coal mining
is in suspended animation and recoverable proven gas reserves are on the
verge of depletion. Deficit of primary
fuel supply is among reasons for almost
35-40% of the installed capacity of
power generation remaining unutilized.
Also growing dependence on imported
fuel has also increased cost of generation leading to challenges for supplying
power and energy at affordable cost.
Many observers believe poor governance and bureaucratic control of
Petrobangla companies and energy sector is a major reason for abysmal performance. We all know that from
2000-2021 only a little over 3 Tcf new
gas could be added to proven reserves
while over 14 Tcf has been used.
Petrobangla failed to convince the government to commence mining of coal.
Disproportionate investment made in
gas transmission infrastructure and poor
planning in gas exploration have created issues for GTCL and BAPEX. Gas
supply to the northern and southern regions of Bangladesh could not be made
available despite bringing Rajshahi and
Khulna division under the gas grid.
Unauthorized use of gas (theft and pilferage) in TGTDCL, KGDCL and
BGDCL remained a headache.
In 2021 the government must review
and restructure Petrobangla companies
for creating dynamism. It has been reported that Petrobangla companies do
not enjoy the autonomy of companies
formed per companies act. The company boards are overwhelmingly dominated by EMRD dictating plans and
actions. The government must objectively assess the performance of
Petrobangla and its companies from
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2009 -2021. It must try to find out reasons why BAPEX, although being authorized for carrying out sole
responsibility of exploration of Petroleum in onshore areas, could not
achieve the desired success? Assessment must also be made whether
BAPEX only policy was the right choice?
Why did Petrobangla fail to convince
the government policymakers about
mining its own coal? Why proper coordination with the power sector could
not be made before letting BPDB construct additional generation units at the
mine mouth of Barapukuria? On what
type of feasibility studies GTCL was
made to invest heavily in gas transmission infrastructure without assured provisions of gas supply? GTCL owned gas
transmission infrastructure can handle
5,500-6,000 MMCFD now while the
gas available including about 850
MMCFD RLNG is about 3,000
MMCFD. Some gas transmission segments are being operated well below
the design capacity. Still Petrobangla
would require constructing a large diameter pipeline for feeding gas based
large power plants at Meghnaghat.
There must be an objective assessment
of the poor planning and lack of coordination.
Illegal connections and unauthorized
use of gas in gas distribution companies
grew alarmingly from 2010-2018. Very
few persons responsible for such acts
could be taken to task. For failures of
Petrobangla companies, equitable supply of primary fuel to different regions of
the country could not be achieved. Even
in the gas franchise areas, there exists
disparity between metered consumers
and unmetered consumers. Millions are
enjoying unauthorized use of gas. Safety
is again a huge concern as very oftenfatal gas accidents are being experienced.
Officials of Petrobangla companies report about major brain drain as pay and
benefits of Petrobangla companies now
are well below the same of power sector
companies. Bright young officials after
recruitment cannot be retained. Activities of some companies like SGFL and
BGFCL are shrinking. There is a school

of thought of merging BAPEX, SGFL and
BGFCL making it into an international
level exploration and production company. On the other hand, activities of
TGTDCL have grown so enormous that
it has become almost impossible to
manage activities by one company having head office at Dhaka. Similarly,
GTCL operation expanded all over the
country requires expansion of its
organogram with emphasis on operation and maintenance of facilities. In
2022 the government must review, plan
and implement restructuring of
Petrobangla companies.

Exploration of Petroleum
The government must objectively assess
the competence and capabilities of
BAPEX for shouldering the entire responsibility of exploration onshore.
Given the limited autonomy and resources it has done admirably well. But
given the existing and emerging challenges of the energy sector BAPEX is not
adequately equipped for shouldering
the exclusive responsibility. It would
struggle in exploration in deeper
prospects and high-pressure zones. It
could not take required initiatives over
the years in further exploring the tight
structures in Chittagong Hill Tracts.
However, it is also not fair engaging foreign companies in non-transparent
manner for doing BAPEX works. The
government in 2022 must assess how
the proceeds of the Gas Development
Fund were utilized. BERC created this
provision for spending on exploration of
new resources.
It goes without saying that failure in
even initiating offshore exploration after
successful resolution of maritime
boundary dispute would continue hurting Bangladesh. In 2022 Bangladesh
must go for a fresh PSC bidding round
for offshore exploration. In the name of
reviewing model PSC no further time
should be wasted. The bidders must be
given options for submitting bids proposing flexible gas prices. That should
be settled through negotiation. There is
a possibility of getting aggressive offers
as gas market would remain volatile in
the changing paradigm.
At the same time for exploration at high-

pressure region drilling contractors of
international repute must be engaged
through a transparent bidding process.
Bangladesh must not risk a blowout
type situation trying their luck with
BPAEX. However, BAPEX must also remain partners in such operations.

All Out Actions Must Continue
Against Delinquent Gas Use
After commencement of LNG import
every drop of gas is like lifeblood.
Bangladesh can no longer let lakhs of illegal gas connections and thousands of
kilometers of illegal gas lines existing in
gas franchise. For years TGTDCL board
has been headed by the Energy Secretary. Additional Secretaries also spearhead boards of KGDCL and BGDCL.
There are reports that massive illegal gas
use mushroomed over the three terms of
the present government. The frequent
fatal gas accidents are also taking place
mainly due to illegal gas use and poor
maintenance of gas distribution utilities.
In 2022 the government must continue
its crackdown on illegal gas use. Serious
consideration must be given whether
domestic supply of gas can be phased
out together replacing with LPG.
We know for a democratic government
taking major actions in the last year of
any term (here in 2023) would be very
challenging. But the present government so far has taken so many courageous
initiatives.
For
ensuring
sustainable energy security, it must give
a fresh thought on mining its own coal,
expediting exploration of petroleum at
onshore and offshore in 2021.
Bangladesh would never achieve sustainable energy security without exploring and exploiting its own primary fuel
resources to full potential. It must also
objectively assess the capacity and capabilities of Petrobangla companies.
Professionals must be given more freedom; companies must be allowed to operate under autonomy. Year 2022 must
be the year to set the bearings right.
Bangladesh may be in serious challenges from 2026 in its early years as a
developing nation if foundations are not
set for it in 2022.
EP

Saleque Sufi;
Contributing Editor, EP
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T

he strategies for the power
and energy sector development during the 8th Five Year
Plan (July 2020-June 2025) period
will build on the lessons of energy
sector experience and implementation gaps during the 7th Five Year
Plan (FYP). During the 8th FYP period, the effort will be to build a
sound, efficient and least cost
power generation system, with increasing renewables as a source for
power generation, with the priority
to efficiency development and balanced fuel mix. The government is
planning to move towards least cost
generation and implementation of a
number of large power plants that
includes coal, which is cheaper
than diesel and furnace oil. There
are a number of public and private
rental plants using diesel and furnace oil with high cost fuels, and a
number of poor-efficient small scale
IPPs, to be replaced by efficient and
least cost power generation, and by
RE-based power generation.
The government has set a target to
generate 10% of total generation
from RE sources by 2021, a total
electricity generation capacity now
being over 23,548 MW (including
captive and renewables), electricity
covering 99.75% of population with
per capita generation 512 kWh. The
government wants to increase
power generation capacity (including captive and RE) as a target at

24,000MW by 2021, 26,000MW by
2022,
28,000MW
by
2023,
29,000MW by 2024, 40,000MW by
2030 and 60,000MW by 2041.
Power generation programs with
some new plants are to be completed under the 8th FYP. In order
to meet future demand, 44 new
power plants are at construction
stages, with a total capacity of
15,924MW (where 16 plants are
in public sector with 9,065MW
capacity, and 28 are in private
sector with 6,859MW capacity)
will go for generation by 2023. A
revised "Power Generation Plan
2030" has been prepared for 2020
to 2030 considering PSMP-2016,
progress during 7th FYP, SDG
Goals and planning perspective.
The power generation targets for
the 8th FYP have been prepared
based on revised power generation plans up to 2030.

Components of Development
Strategies
•Move to an efficient least-cost power
production based on (a) optimal primary
fuel mix, including efforts to make increased use of domestic coal and gas
through mining and exploration; (b)
electricity uses through reduction of
transmission and distribution losses; and
(c) maximizing use of RE and energy
trade.
•Continue to enhance generation
capacity to match with all sectors,
to ensure supply of unhindered

quality power with 100% population connected.
•Continue to have regular power tariff
adjustments to ensure long term sustainability of power generation and reducing budgetary subsidy.
•To undertake necessary reforms for a
conducive-healthier environment with
participation of the private sector (domestic and foreign investors).
•Enhance the exploitation of gas, coal,
RE, imports power from neighboring
countries (Bhutan, Nepal) to optimize
energy mix and reduce the dependence
on imported furnace oil and diesel.
•To be addressed on the gas crisis,
poor power plant efficiency, and sustainability.
•Improve energy efficiency and conservation through demand-side management.
•Installation of a safe, efficient and environment-friendly supply-line network.
•Establishment of a number of energy
hubs in the country.

New Projects with Diversified Fuelmix Plant
An important feature of the power generation plant during the 8th FYP, will be
fuel mix used for generation, while there
will be a number of gas and coal-based
plants both in the public and private
sector. The gas will continue to be the
largest fuel source, with imported LNG
being added to the system enlarging
gas-based power generation capacity.
Nuclear Power
A major addition in the power sector is
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nuclear power generation, expected to start by the end of the 8th
FYP period. The Rooppur NPP is
one of the top priority projects of
the government, the First Concrete
Pouring of Unit 1 and Unit 2 have
been completed, while Unit 1 to
generate 1,200 MW and Unit 2 another 1,200 MW power, adding a
total 2400 MW nuclear power by
2024.

Increasing Power Generation
Capacity
The actual generation over the
years has been increasingly falling
short of the installed capacity. The actual day peak on June, 2020 was
9,165MW and the evening peak was
10,228MW that is averaging less than
10,000MW, where power generation
capacity was 19,570MW (exclusive of
captive and RE power), while with inclusion of captive and RE the total installed capacity is 22,787MW. This
means that actual generation has been
about 50% of installed capacity relative
to the peak demand points. This gap,
which has been increasing between the
years, is likely to grow bigger with some
large sized power plants near to complete, and the generation capacity has
been projected to increase to
24,000MW at the end of 2021, and demand to 19,000MW, given the present
peak demand of around 10,000MW.
The government plans to increase generation capacity to 30,000MW by the
end of 8th FYP period.
Renewable Energy
Most countries of the world are moving
to renewable energy based power generation to find sustainable solutions, due
to GHG emissions of the global climate
change impacts. The Bangladesh government is also moving to RE sources
power, and set an ambitious
target of achieving 10% of total
power from RE. Accordingly,
achieving a more sustainable
energy program is a desired
goal of the government and efforts underway to increase RE
to share of fuel mix during 8th
FYP and beyond.

Regulatory and Policy
Support for RE
The government has undertaken different policy and regulatory actions to facilitate environment-friendly electricity
from RE, already formulated RE Policy
2008, established ‘Sustainable and Renewable Energy Development Authority
(SREDA)’ in 2014. One key strategic
focus proposed under the Perspective
Plan 2041 will be the encouragement of
RE supply by private producers, including supply to grid and to households.
SREDA is facilitating and regulating private and public investments in RE, and
the commercial RE projects to be implemented by the private sector. Some
commercial projects are: (a) Solar Park
(grid connected); (b) Solar Irrigation; (c)
Solar Mini-grid/micro-grid; and (d) Solar
rooftop. The social projects are: (a)
Rural health centers; (b) Remote educational institutes; (c) Union e-Centers; (d)
Remote Religious Establishment; (e) Offgrid Railway Stations; and (f) Government and Semi-Government Offices in
the off-grid areas.
Power Trade

The power trade will be a major element of the electricity generation
strategy for the 8th FYP and continues. The potential for power trade
between the neighboring countries,
with a regional power trade market,
Bangladesh has already started
cross border power trade with India
importing 1,160 MW, and MOU
signed further more power import
from Nepal and Bhutan to expand
power trading during 8th FYP.
Bangladesh is in a good position to
exploit the regional hydropower
potential and import it through a crossborder transmission network and expect
to have 3,500-8,500MW by 2030. Accordingly, the government will increase
imported power through CBET, during
8th FYP period. There are certain challenges and risks that will be addressed
and risk-mitigating measures.

Transmission and Distribution
Programs
The government will maintain coordination in transmission and distribution
of power to ensure its benefits reach all
people, and to further reduce distribution system losses from 9.35% to below
7.5% by 2025. To this end, will undertake large T&D programs for quality
power supply, and to ensure uninterrupted power distribution, achieve the
target of quality 24/7 power supply for
all.
Rural Electricity Access and Service
Improvement
Bangladesh Rural Electrification Board
(BREB) is developing its distribution and
delivery system to achieve 100% access
to electricity and customer services to
achieve 100% electrification. BREB has
taken three projects to be completed by
2025 on system upgrade, prepayment e-metering, overloaded
transformer
replacement, and line construction and consumer connection.
Additional
construction of a 38,379 km
new distribution line, and construction of 198 sub-stations,
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will help to connect 21.4 lakh consumers and install 10 lakh pre-paid meters.

Pricing Policies and Cost Recovery
Sound energy pricing policy is essential
to ensure efficient use of expensive and
critical resources, to finance public investment, provide high-quality services
to consumers, to promote private investment and to ensure environmental protection. BERC, the only energy
regulatory body, has been a major positive institutional reform for justified
electricity pricing. This has been helpful
in periodic price adjustments based on
cost. Power prices will be set to recover
the cost of production and earn a reasonable rate of return on assets. The
strategy to produce power on the least
cost option, in terms of technology,
scale of operation and choice of fuel,
could ensure pricing policy is efficient
and protect consumer interest.
Demand-side Management (DSM)
Government is modifying energy uses to
maximize its efficiency, a means of
power sector development to get maximum benefit of energy generation. DSM
involves changing use habits of consumers and encouraging them to use efficient appliances, equipment, and cost
savings. The government has given emphasis on energy conservation by working on both supply and demand sides.
In demand side management, proper
electricity pricing will also help saving
power. A well-articulated demand side
management policy can be an extremely cost-effective way of curtailing
peak demand, and effectively control
load shedding.
As a part of DSM development, SREDA
has been set up to support efficiency in
the energy and power sector, with the
assigned responsibilities: (1) Energy
Management program: (i) certification
mechanism of Energy Manager and Auditor, (2) Energy Efficiency Labeling Program, to promote sales of efficiency
products; (3) Energy Efficiency Building
Program, to promote energy efficiency

in public and private buildings; and (4)
Awareness raising program, to induce
behavioral change among people, to
save energy.

Advertisement

Conclusions
The 8th FYP follows the growth of
vision 2041 that calls for a further
acceleration in GDP growth. Two
major gaps in the power sector: increasing cost of electricity production, and continued operational
deficits. These gaps need to be minimized. The strategic focus needs to
ensure better quality and efficient
power generation. There are some
basic challenges and issues are to
be addressed to implement the
power sector development strategic
plan (8th FYP up to 2025): how the
growing needs of primary fuel will
be met in the next 10-20 years; policy on primary fuel, particularly
coal policy; institutional constraints
that have hampered implementation
of energy projects; and for improving efficiency and reducing production costs, so that power can
competitively be supplied to industries, agriculture and other commercial uses.
The increased dependence on imported coal and LNG options, also
be addressed in terms of availability, investment costs, pricing and
domestic handling logistics, and
government access to domestic coal
sources. In order to minimize environmental impact and reduce carbon emission, coal-based power
plants to be used with the latest
ultra-super critical technology. In
spite of its contribution to GHG
emissions, considering significant
impacts of climate change, the
Bangladesh government has a
strong commitment to play its part
in reducing emission now and in
the future. (Source: 8th FYP, Dec
2020).
EP
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B

angladesh's
economy
is
booming, and it was one of the
countries with the fastest GDP
growth in the world in 2019.
Bangladesh is on its way to
becoming a middle-income country,
with the goal of being a developed
country by 2041. Even the COVID19 pandemic did not affect
Bangladesh as much as it did in
neighboring countries and similar
economies.
Bangladesh
has
weathered the worst fallout of the
pandemic in 2020 and is well on its
way to recover by 2022. According
to the 2016 Power Sector Master
Plan (PSMP) , total new installation
capacity would reach 55,138 MW
by 2041. This indicates
that an average of more
than
2000
MW
of
capacity will have to be
added annually over the
next 20 years to meet the
expected demand until
2041.
Due to the tonal shifts in
the global economy in a
post COVID-19 world and
the gradual decline of the
fossil
fuel
industry,
including a shift away from
coal all around the world,
Bangladesh also changed
its stance by canceling
major coal power projects
in favor of Renewable
Energy (RE) and CrossBorder power trading.
Bangladesh will diversify its
power mix, lower the risks
associated with variable

fossil fuel prices, reduce the negative
environmental impacts of fossil-fuelpowered generation, and remain
competitive in global markets by
switching to clean energy.
According to the Bangladesh Power
Development Board (BPDB) and
Power Cell, Bangladesh had 22,391
MW of mostly grid-connected and
some off-grid RE installed capacity
as of September 15, 2021, with
natural gas accounting for 50.7%,
diesel and furnace oil accounting
for 32.8%, coal accounting for
7.9% and renewable accounting for
3.5% of installed capacity. It is
worth pointing out that there is

more than 3,000 MW of gas-based
auto generation in industries known
as “Captive Generation”. These are
not connected to the grid and are
operated by the industries because
they consider grid power to be
unreliable. The government has a
long-term plan to stop captive
power generation and bring these
industries to the grid. SREDA had
originally included captive power
to total 11% of the total power
capacity mix, which was not
considered in this study.
At 3.5%, RE consisted of the entire
(both grid and off-grid) installed
capacity of the Bangladesh power
sector, but the fact that
1.1%
is
hydropower,
which has remained static
in generation since 1967,
there has been very little
actual
progress.
In
addition, of the claimed
542 MW in solar power,
grid-tied solar parks only
contribute 195 MW (see
Figure 2). Thus, of the
target Bangladesh set
itself for 2021 to install
10%
of
electricity
capacity to be renewable,
the country could only
achieve 3.5%, majority of
which is off-grid RE in
that mix. Needless to say,
Bangladesh has a huge
challenge to increase its
RE
share.
RE
in
Bangladesh is dominated
by solar and the 230 MW
hydro with other sources
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being very small in
comparison, as shown in
Figure 2.
In the case of renewable
energy, we see that the
majority of the country’s
renewable
energy
portfolio
currently
comes from off-grid
solar, by virtue of
around 6 million solar
home systems installed
in
Bangladeshi
households, mostly in
rural areas, and the 230
MW Kaptai Hydropower
Plant. The true picture of
the current state of
renewable
energy
adoption in Bangladesh
cannot be ascertained
because it is hard to document how
many of the solar home systems are
currently functional. This puts the
350 MW off-grid renewable energy
claim into question. The Kaptai
Hydropower Plant which has been
around since 1967, is probably the
last major hydroelectric source for
Bangladesh with virtually no hydro
potential
of
that
magnitude
available anywhere else.

Current Status of Renewable
Energy Policies in Bangladesh
In recent years, RE has become a
key source of new worldwide
generation capacity. In the last
decade, installed capacity has risen
fast, from 1,223 GW in 2010 to
2,799 GW in 2020 . In-fact, RE
consisted of about 60% of the new
power additions in the world in
2020. It is safe to say that globally,
research,
development,
and
financial support will
come to RE in the
coming decades.
Bangladesh
focused
heavily on RE from the
first Renewable Energy
Policy in 2008. There
are two contributing
factors to that focus.

The first is that Bangladesh is one of
the countries that will suffer heavily
if international efforts to combat
climate change fail; the country is
primarily
low-lying
and
flat
territory, with around 10% of the
area being one meter above mean
sea level. Bangladesh has pledged
under the Paris Agreement to
reduce greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions by 7% below “business as
usual” levels by 2030, and 17%
below “business as usual” levels if
international assistance is available.
The second is that Bangladesh also
took seriously the effort to diversify
its fuel mix moving away from a
power system heavy on gas.
Although energy diversification at
that time focused more on adding
baseload power such as coal
according to the Power Sector
Master
Plan
PSMP-2010;
subsequent revision in PSMP-2016
focused on LNG and cross-border
power trading.

Private sector interest to
invest in RE did not take
off until 2011-2012
when the government
included utility scale
solar park bids under
Unsolicited
Proposal
Policy as part of the
Special Act and opened
the door for a negotiated
tariff. The 2009-2012
period
can
be
considered
as
the
inception phase in the
policy landscape of RE
development
in
Bangladesh. The major
policies were conceived
in the timeline, but the
sector did not have any
strategic focus. Therefore, private
sector participation was scattered
and many non-RE and non-power
entities showed interest to build
solar parks. Eventually, more than
50 Independent Power Producers
(IPPs) received the letter of intent
(LOI) in utility scale solar plants but
they failed to bring most of them to
commercial operation. Due to
several institutional restrictions in
the electricity sector, large-scale RE
growth in Bangladesh has been very
slow. These restrictions are mainly
at the policy level, which makes it
very difficult for serious players in
the global renewable energy arena
to invest in the RE Sector of
Bangladesh.
Investing in RE in Bangladesh is
challenging as is, due to several
geographical,
economic,
institutional, technical and sociocultural barriers. To ensure a
sustainable energy future for the
country, it is essential
that the sector be
accorded a high level
of importance and
priority
by
the
government
with
favorable policies and
incentives.
Leading
renewable
energy
countries like China,
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India, Germany, and the United
States have already undergone a
major shift from tax-credit driven
investment to mainstream IPPs. For
example, in India tax benefit in
terms of accelerated depreciation
for wind and solar power projects
(~100-80% p.a. on the written
down value) allowed private sector
to enjoy large adjusted gross
income and acquiring valuable
assets in India.
Similarly, governments in Middle
Eastern countries, especially in
UAE, allocated large amounts of
land in their arid region for large
scale RE projects, making electricity
prices from solar come down to
approximately 2 cents per kWh.
However, the implications of such
drastic cost regimes are not
applicable in Bangladesh, where
the RE IPPs are required to invest in
the entire value chain of RE
development, including building
and maintaining the transmission
line and access.
Despite the favorable investment
environment,
private
sector
enterprises who were the early
adopters in the sector faced several
challenges. As a result, the sector
achieved slow growth and is still
stuck in its nascent stage. The total
accumulated investment by 2021 is
estimated to be around $100

million , which is far below what is
required to reach the target planned
by the government. So far, most of
the
projects
are
IPP-driven,
however, there is a trend that
government power production
companies such as BPDB, EGCB,
CPGCBL, and NWPGCL are moving
to develop their own solar projects.
Table 2 enumerates the few
successfully installed and operating
projects.

Private Sector Challenges
The study has revealed numerous
obstacles for RE companies in the
Private Sector. These challenges
pertain more to companies who
have submitted a proposal, got an

LOI and are waiting for approval.
Besides that, acute challenges exist
for projects which are currently
under
development
or
even
running. Some of the major
challenges are enumerated in Table
3.

SUMMARY of CHALLENGES:
Policy Gaps
Summarized version of challenges
in private sector renewable energy
development from a policy lens is
provided below —
•Lack of Strategic Direction: The
RE sector in Bangladesh lacks a
clear strategic direction in terms of
setting
targets
from
specific
technologies.
Shifting
government priorities have
seen some technologies (Solar
Home Systems, Mini-grid)
being hamstrung. Different
competing energy sources and
power systems are also shifting
the government’s focus from
RE. Fuel Oil-based Quick
Rental Power Plants from Small
Independent Power Producers
are still a major and costly
portion of the power mix, and
these need to be gradually
phased out to make room for
RE.
•Failure
of
the
early
unsolicited utility-scale solar
projects: Many large utility-
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scale power projects have failed to
come on-stream in time, and the
government had to extend the
Commercial Operating Date, or
allow change of partners, or allow
change of locations, etc., to keep
the projects alive. Failures of the
early unsolicited solar projects have
had a negative effect on the
government to promote RE. A few
bad actors from the early-stage
utility-scale projects have deterred
the government and private sector
investors. Analyses of these failures
revealed that the major points of
contention were land availability
and land acquisition, securing the
ROW, and challenges surrounding
grid-interconnection.
•Lack of proper studies, Bankable
Data, Regulatory Checklist in the
Wind Energy Sector: The Private
sector is exposed to a lot of risk in
terms of acquiring reliable and
authenticated data. There is a
dearth of data in terms of land
availability,
substation
load

capacity, site specific data, etc.
Although the wind energy sector
has considerable potential in
Bangladesh with a NDC target of
almost 600 MW (see Figure 4),
without
proper
policies
and
guidance in place, the sector
remains at risk and untapped.
•Investor/Lender
interest
surrounding
uncertainties: In
Bangladesh,
to
develop
utility
scale RE projects,
Special Purpose
Vehicles (SPVs)
are created with a
partnership
between a foreign
company which
typically brings
technical
expertise
and
global, low-cost
finance and a
local
company
which
brings
regulatory
navigation
and
local
logistics
support. The way
SPVs
are
designed, foreign
investors/lenders
are deterred over

project
timelines,
interagency
navigation, contract lock-ins (e.g., a
local partner and their foreign
partner need to be a part of the
project for at least 6 years), lack of
clarity over various regulations, etc.
Research into the issue revealed
that though a lot of local players
received interests from reputed
international developers/lenders,
they ultimately shied away over
delayed timelines and conflicting
contracts. Local lenders were not
equipped with proper lending
mechanisms for utility-scale RE
projects. The private sector feels the
need for a guarantee mechanism to
attract lenders.
•Utility Distribution Companies
Upgradation:
The
distribution
utilities in its current state are
inadequate to support mass RE
adoption to serve the local
electricity market. The underlying
problems are two-fold; first, in the
infrastructure
readiness
and
planning level, and second, in terms
of capacity and preparedness of
many local level offices. For mass
renewable adoption at the Upazila
level, the key utility agency is the
Rural Electrification Board (REB).
The 33 kV lines maintained under
REB are prone to frequent outages.
The distribution utilities are also
currently ill-equipped to adopt net-
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metered solar rooftop systems,
making the incentives hard to avail.

IMPLICATIONS of COP26
OUTCOMES
This year’s event of COP26 was
a landmark in the fight against
climate change. Following the
UN’s IPCC
report, the 200countr y de l e g a t i on u n an imo u s ly
named fossil fuels as the primary
reason for climate change. As

s u ch , all the major development
banks are now shying away from
coal , and Bangladesh could
soon be ostracized if coal
remains a major part of its fuel
mix. Ban gladesh has announced
bold plans around renewable
e n e rg y a d o p t i o n i n C O P 2 6 . T h e
Nationally
Determined
Contribution (NDC) talks about
a target o f 4,100 M W renewable
en ergy b y 2030. The initial plan

1 https://powerdivision.portal.gov.bd/sites/default/files/files/powerdivision.portal.gov.bd/page/
4f81bf4d_1180_4c53_b27c_8fa0eb11e2c1/(E)_FR_PSMP2016_Summary_revised.pdf
2 https://www.reuters.com/article/usbangladeshenergyclimatechangecoalidUSKCN2E410H
3 http://www.powercell.gov.bd/site/view/powerdiv_achievement_at_glance/
4 http://www.renewableenergy.gov.bd/index.php?id=7
5 https://www.irena.org//media/Files/IRENA/Agency/Publication/2021/Apr/IRENA_RE_Capacity_
Highlights_2021.pdf?la=en&hash=1E133689564BC40C2392E85026F71A0D7A9C0B91
6 USAID, Bangladesh Climate Vulnerability Profile.

has laid out a strategy of
including
renewable
e n e rg y
s o u rc e s
disaggregated
by
technology. The plan laid out i s
s h o w n i n F i g u r e 4 . H o w e v e r,
these plans would be hard to
mobilize from a private sector
perspective if incentives are not
provided to reduce consum pt i on
by the end-user and regulatory
reforms are not implemented.

Annex 1: List of Acronyms (in the
order of appearance)
Acknowledgement: The authors
wish to express their sincere thanks
to Mr. Salman Rahman for his
valuable research and study of the
RE sector in Bangladesh, which is
the basis of much of the content in
the report

EP

7 BCG Report on Power Sector in Bangladesh, 2018
8 Estimated with the thumb rule of 1 million USD per MW
9 https://www.businessinsider.com.au/creditratingsasiapacificmoodys20181
10 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Report:
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_WGI_Full_Report.pdf
11 https://www.reuters.com/business/sustainablebusiness/nearlyalldevelopmentbankscommit
tedcuttingcoalinvestmentdatashows20211102/
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S pec ial Repo r t

Develop Renewable Energy Aggressively
Speakers suggest at EP Talks
Rezaul Ahsan

S

peakers at a recent webinar have
warned that it would be extremely
challenging for Bangladesh to
come out of fossil fuel so soon and
suggested making aggressive efforts to
develop renewable energy and its
storage capacities as well as ensuring
efficient use of energy. They also
suggested
launching
storage
technology-based pilot projects to
gradually reach a state that would
facilitate using renewable energy round
the clock.
Energy & Power magazine in
collaboration with SREDA and GIZ
organized the webinar on “COP26
Outcome and Its Implication on Energy
Transition of Bangladesh” as part of a
series titled “EP Talks”.
The speakers stressed on the need for
expediting national preparedness
towards
achieving
sustainable
development through ensuring security
of energy that would be clean, friendly
to the environment. And, whatever
achievement the country may be able to
achieve must be kept well-documented
with real time data so that the country
can produce it as a case before the
global community like climate change
conference.
Abul Kalam Azad, Special Envoy of
Climate Vulnerable Forum (CVF)
Presidency
and
President
of
Bangladesh Energy Forum took part
in the discussion as chief guest while
Mohammad Alauddin, Additional
Secretary
and
Chairman
of
Sustainable and Renewable Energy
Development Authority (SREDA),

attended the talks as special guest.
Dr. Nurul Quadir, former Additional
Secretary and Climate Negotiator as
well as a faculty of North South
University, presented the keynote paper.
Engr. Mohammad Hossain, Director
General of Power Cell, Md. Ziaul
Haque, Director of the Department of
Environment and Climate Negotiator,
Dr. Mizan R Khan, Deputy Director of
International Climate Change and
Development, Independent University,
and Engr. Al Mudabbir Bin Anam,
Program
Coordinator
of
GIZ,
Renewable Energy and Energy
Efficiency Program (REEEP) phase 2,
attended the event as panelist. EP Editor
Mollah Amzad Hossain moderated the
webinar.
Mr Azad said the Mujib Climate
Perspective Plan has set a target to
develop a Mujib Energy Hub offshore
Bangladesh where there is a prospect for
generating around 20,000MW of wind
power. An initiative has already been

Abul Kalam Azad

launched for resource mapping. He said
introduction of the net metering system
has facilitated commercialization of
rooftop solar power installations. Higher
success could be achieved in this regard
through creation of greater awareness
among the trade bodies and banks.
People of the low-income group can
also become self-reliant through selling
power to the grid from the Solar Home
System (SHS) with net metering. Work
on emerging technologies like hydrogen
and nitrogen energy should also start by
now.
Mr Azad also pointed out that greater
enthusiasm is now being observed
amongst all about energy and climate
change. For the first time after
threadbare discussion, a meeting of
minds could be arrived at COP26 about
fossil fuels and coal. But final agreement
could not be reached. Bangladesh has
pledged to increase contributions of
renewable energy. But it cannot be
achieved on a stand-alone basis. Active
consideration is being given to import of
hydroelectricity and solar power
through regional collaborations.
One of the milestone achievements of
the COP26 was that the countries
including developing ones have agreed
to submit updated status of NDC every
two years. Active participation of the
world leaders was also very
encouraging. Commitments for limiting
global warming below 1.5 degree
Celsius and providing US$ 100 billion
to the climate fund were also other
milestones achieved in the climate
change conference.
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Good works must be carried forward for
better preparation for the COP27. That
would facilitate better knowledge-based
preparations for planned negotiation in
COP27, he said.
Mr. Alauddin observed that COP26 has
created a great awareness across all
communities. We have achieved
significant success in solar, but will have
to give priority to import of hydropower.
We have to proceed with the master
plan. Five programs of energy efficiency
as included in the PSMP are under
implementation. Use of energy-efficient
products would facilitate a great deal of
limiting carbon emission. SREDA is also
working on limiting use of primary fuel.

Mohammad Alauddin

Nurul Quadir

Mohammad Hossain

M Ziaul Haque

Mizan R Khan

Al Mudabbir Bin Anam

Given the potential of solar power, he
said concentrated solar may not be a
feasible option. Rather, we can review
the possibility of solar heating
application and warming water using
solar power.
Engr. Mohammad Hossain said it has
been mentioned that we have to
increase activities on RE developments
four times from the present level for
achieving the targets set in the NDC.
Now the total contribution of RE is
about 700MW. If we take it four times,
it stands at 2,800MW and would make
no visible impact on carbon emission
reduction. The developed countries in
fact have to take greater initiatives.
Bangladesh would, of course, dedicate
its efforts within its capacity.
The climate perspective plan is at a very
nascent stage. Increasing four times the
contribution of RE is very much
possible. Initiatives have already been
launched for increasing solar power
generation and evacuating to national
grid following bringing the entire
country under the power coverage.
Some far flung islands and char areas
have been connected to the power grid
through submarine cables. Process is
ongoing for evacuating another 100MW
of solar power to the grid soon.
Agreements have also been signed for
generating power from municipal
wastes. Municipal wastes are sources of
environmental pollution. Generation of
power from it has multi-faceted benefits.

We also have potential for generating
power from offshore wind. We are
focusing on hydropower and solar
potential. We are the initiator of the
power supply chain under the SAARC
framework. Our Prime Minister has
championed it. Taking on board the
Indian perspective, some adjustments
have been made through discussion in
the forum. Now the Indian energy trade
outlook is far more favorable for
regional trading. Greater possibilities
have now emerged for importing
hydroelectricity from Nepal and
Bhutan. Works are advancing for
importing 500MW hydropower from
Nepal. Stress is being given on energy
efficiency for achieving Net Zero 2050
targets.
The success of Bangladesh in COP26
is
commendable.
Bangladesh,
encouraged from the world vision of
phasing out coal, shelved 10 coal
power projects. This has been
acclaimed
in
COP26.
The
declaration adopted at the COP26
was based upon among others four
proposals of the Bangladesh Prime
Minister. The loss and damage issue
was also discussed at great length.

Mr. Ziaul Haque pointed out that this
was the first time that 45% carbon
emission reduction by 2030 was
established as a figure for limiting global
warming at 1.5 degrees C by 2100 as a
mitigation measure. But every country
has to work sincerely on the NDCs
towards achieving the emission
restriction target. Even if the NDCs
submitted so far are 100% achieved, the
emissions would increase by 13.7% by
2030. The NDCs are weak and were
discussed at length during COP26. A
working group has been created for
devising a program on how much
realistically emissions can be reduced
by 2030. This group would submit
recommendations on reduction of
emissions by 2030 towards achieving
the 1.5 degrees C global warming limit
by the end of the millennium. It was
also decided that countries would
submit updated status of NDC
achievement every two years for
possible achievement by 2024.
Bangladesh's achievement in NDC is
mainly in energy. It would assist
Bangladesh a great deal in getting
international assistance if it can
demonstrate achievement in mitigation.
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A good decision of 50:50 share on
adaptation has been taken. We have
worked on all options like solar, hydro,
new hydro and wind for reducing
emissions by 2030. Achievement of the
target would be easier if we can start
working on nitrogen technology as per
the Mujib Perspective Plan.
Dr. Mizan pointed out that for the first
time in COP26, all parties have agreed
to phase down coal. Other fossil fuels
would also come under scanner soon.
Diplomacy is a factor there. Bangladesh
may be severely impacted if liquid fuel
is phased down soon. It would affect
remittance. Creation of the Energy
Transition
Council
is
another
achievement of COP26.
Contribution of RE is merely 3% in
Bangladesh now. Target included in the
Mujib Climate Perspective Plan appears
ambitious. We may not achieve these in
2030 and 2040. Hence, the RE must not
be the lone focus. In a rapidly
developing country like ours, the focus
must be multi-faceted. The decision of
shelving coal power projects may be
revisited. We are not sure whether
Bangladesh can meet the growing
energy demand after abandoning coal.
Discussing South Asian energy
diplomacy, he said Bangladesh is
promoting multinational energy trading.
India is a key player here. Bangladesh,
Bhutan, India and Nepal under the
BBIN initiative are working on
multinational energy collaboration. But
the progress of energy and water
diplomacy is not encouraging yet. Talks
with the ADB are going on for financing
a 1100 MW hydropower project
targeted for sharing among four nations.
But the progress is not encouraging.
Multicountry sharing does not go with
the ultra-nationalistic strategy of India.
It appears that India is traveling back to
two-nation theory. This is a stumbling
block to regional energy collaboration.
Engr. Mudabbir said that though not all
expectations were fulfilled yet, COP26
made significant headways in some
areas. Bangladesh could maintain its
strong position in discussions. The
Prime Minister and Chief of Climate

Vulnerable Forum Presidency had a
very effective role.
Giving top priority to energy security,
we must direct all actions. Our energy
transition must be efficient and
sustainable.
The supply and price of fossil fuels
would remain volatile. At the same
time, the demand would continue to
grow at geometric progression.
Efficiency of RE is increasing and the
cost is reducing. It is encouraging that

The speakers stressed on
the need for expediting
national preparedness
towards achieving
sustainable development
through ensuring
security of energy that
would be clean, friendly
to the environment. And,
whatever achievement
the country may be able
to achieve must be kept
welldocumented with
real time data so that the
country can produce it as
a case before the global
community like climate
change conference
the initiative for energy efficiency of
Bangladesh is growing. We need to
increase our energy efficiency to greater
extent for making our development
sustainable. For this, required actions
and comprehensive planning are
essential. For the first time this year, a
comprehensive power and energy
system master plan is being formulated.
We hope that energy transactions would
create dynamism in the development
process.
GIZ has been working on renewable
energy and energy efficiency in
Bangladesh for over 12 years.
Dr. Nurul Quadir observed that limiting
global warming to 1.5 degrees C would
be possible if only all countries submit

enabling NDCs and commit to
implement it. Main focus of carbon
emission was coal. But Phase Out had
to be compromised to Phase Down for
steep resistance from India and China.
But relevant organizations could not be
persuaded to pledge for reducing
subsidies on inefficient fossil fuel use
and concerned countries pledged for
expediting phase down of coal.
Adaptation for the first could be
discussed extensively. Initiative could
be launched for setting targets for
adaptation. For this, plans have been
made internally and at international
levels. Assurances have been achieved
for all out support to developing
countries.
Dedicated funds for loss and damage
could not be sourced. It was supposed to
be committed in COP26. But it is
encouraging that all agreed to extensively
discuss over the next two years. A positive
outcome is expected in 2024.
The pledged US$100 billion fund every
year has not been made available. But
for the first time, major polluters could
be brought under obligations. The Paris
Rulebook could be finalized and all
agreed to it. All agreed to submit a 5year plan.
Pledge for US$ 4 million for initiating
works on loss and damage is an
achievement of COP26. This would
assist greatly in advancing works in
COP27.
Bangladesh submitted an updated NDC
to the UNFCCC for total (unconditional
and conditional) reduction of 90 million
tonnes of GHG emission by 2030.
Bangladesh does not have an obligation
for reducing GHG emissions though.
Now Bangladesh has to proceed to
achieve
it.
The
plan
and
implementation strategy of the power
and energy sector in the unconditional
segment of reducing emission appears
realistic. Bangladesh needs to prepare a
comprehensive data base of emission
reduction. Presenting the real time
achievements would facilitate getting
international financial assistance for
implementing planned targets in the
conditional segment.
EP
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Fo c u s

Advanced Distribution Technology

A Modern Thinking of DESCO
EP Report

Background
haka, the capital of the country,
is the financial, commercial and
the entertainment capital of
Bangladesh, and accounts for up to
35% of Bangladesh's economy. The city
is now one of the most densely
populated
regions
in
Bangladesh. Electricity is
the main element of
modern civilization. In
Bangladesh,
electricity
demand is increasing along
with a steady GDP growth
of around 6%. Meanwhile,
the
government
has
declared ‘VISION 2021’ to
provide “Electricity for All”
by the ‘Golden Jubilee Year
of Independence’ and
declared the “Vision 2041”
to be a developed country.

D

Now the installed capacity
of electricity generation of the country
exceeds 25,000 MW and around 100%
of the populations are under electricity

coverage.
The
government
of
Bangladesh has a dream to become a
high-income country by 2041 and the
country plans to increase its power
capacity to 60,000 MW by 2041 as per
the Power Sector Master Plan (PSMP
2016) conducted by JICA.

Dhaka Electric Supply Company
Limited (DESCO) is a leading electricity
distribution company committed to

supply reliable electric power within the
major part of Dhaka, the capital of
Bangladesh. DESCO was founded as a
public limited company on November
03, 1996 under the Companies Act
1994. However, the company started its
field-level operational activities on
September 24, 1998 as it
took over the electric
distribution
system
of
Mirpur area from Dhaka
Electric Supply Authority
(DESA) with the consumer
strength of 71,161 and a
load demand of 90 MW.
In subsequent years of
successful operation and
performance,
the
operational area of DESCO
was expanded through
inclusion of Gulshan Circle
on April 9, 2003 and Tongi
Area on March 4, 2007.
Present total consumer strength stands
at more than one million while the load
demand reached its peak at 1076 MW
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and the System loss of DESCO is 5.58%
which is the lowest in the country. The
total area of DESCO is approximately
245 square kilometers.
In line with Government vision, DESCO
has taken some initiatives to enhance its
electrical infrastructure i.e. Construction
of
modern
Grid
Substations,
Distribution Substations, renovation or
up-gradation of Distribution Network,
installation of Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition System (SCADA),
Smart Metering System, application of
Geographical Information System(GIS),
Underground Distribution Network,
development of human resources and
adoption of State of Art Information
Technology etc. to serve quality power
to the consumers. It is expected that by
June, 2023 100% of customers will be
connected by SMART Prepaid Meter
through AMI (Advanced Metering
Infrastructure).
On the other hand, for the aesthetic
beauty of the capital city and reliable
power supply, DESCO has a keen
interest and focus on the modern
underground electrical distribution
network. In 2018, DESCO has
completed a Feasibility
Study of Underground
Electric
Distribution
Network
in
RAJUK
Purbachal
New
City,
RAJUK Uttara 3rd Phase
and Existing Gulshan,
Baridhara and Uttara area
by
an
International
Consultant
Byucksan
Power Co. Ltd (S.Korea). It
is noted that, at present
100% 132kV, 33kV lines
are undergrounded in the
DESCO area.
Now, for detailed design
and project preparation
another “Feasibility Study
for
Modernization
of
Underground Distribution
Network in DESCO Area”
is going on covering the
whole DESCO area by
Energytron
Pty
Ltd,

Australia. Based on the study, DESCO
has planned to develop the Modern
Underground Distribution Network in
its total area phase by phase.

Initiatives Taken by DESCO for
Modernization and Undergrounding
•RRAJUK Purbachal New Town
Purbachal Residential Model Town is
the biggest planned township in
Bangladesh. DESCO has planned to
build the Modern Underground
Network in Purbachal New Town. The
project area consists of about 6,227
acres of land and the provision of about

26,000 residential plots of different sizes
with all necessary infrastructure and
urban facilities. RAJUK intends to plan
and develop the area as a self-contained
new township with all modern facilities.
Maximum load demand of this new
town will be 1103 MW. Thus, DESCO
has planned to construct 12 grid and
distribution substations with necessary
modern
distribution
lines
and
equipment in Purbachal new town to
meet up the ultimate load demand of
this new town.
RAJUK Uttara 3rd Phase
The Uttara Residential Area (3rd Phase)
is an extension to the Uttara Model
Town. Similarly, DESCO has planned to
build a Modern Underground Network
in Uttara Residential Area (3rd Phase).
During the course of the project
approximately 2,150 acres of land and
about 10,000 residential plots including
amenities and urban facilities will be
provided in the area. Maximum load
demand of this new town will be 350
MW. Thus, DESCO has planned to
construct 8 grid and distribution
substations with necessary modern
distribution lines and equipment in this
area to meet up the ultimate load
demand of this new town.
Already, two preliminary
proposals to establish a
Modern
Underground
Network in Purbachal New
Town and Uttara 3rd Phase
have been sent to the
Power
Division
for
consideration.
Pilot Project Proposal
for Distribution
Automation
System(DAS)
The electric power supply
reliability in Bangladesh
improves drastically. A
pilot project under the
assistance of JICA fund is
considered to convert the
existing system into a
modernized technologybased automation system
in Gulshan and adjacent
area. Numbers of 11kV
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feeders are about 23 (length: 74.31 km).
The project is expected to complete by
30 months (6 months for designing and
24 months for implementation) after the
confirmation by GoB and JICA. This
project mainly focuses on the
Distribution Automation System (DAS),
Substation Automation System (SAS)
and Distribution Management System
(DMS).

By this project the following key matters
will be achieved:
•Improved power supply reliability at
several locations where DAS,
SAS and DMS have been
implemented as a pilot project
of distribution grid digitalization
technology.

monitored and controlled by this
SCADA
system.
Design
and

•Achieve
reduction
of
recovery time and improvement
of recovery work efficiency in
case of the occurrence of a
fault, utilizing distribution grid
digitalization technology.
•Enable an efficient and
optimal distribution planning
through collection and analysis
of various parameters of grid
system operation records from
DMS.
•Capacity enhancement for
increasing Renewable Energy
Sources (RES) which connect to
distribution grid by utilizing
DMS.
•Achieved operational efficiency in
distribution side.

SCADA System for Data
Acquisition and
Supervisory Control
DESCO already introduced
the SCADA system in its
Jurisdiction. It has designed
for 69 stations and 2
control centers capacity for
the approx. 70,000 DB
points with 50% reserved
designed
capacity
expandable up to 2041.
Up to 132kV, 33kV and
11kV level, all the
equipment
will
be

construction of a SCADA Control Centre
(MCC) and a redundant back-up

SCADA Centre (BCC) at DESCO
facilities is included in the project.
Supply
and
installation/upgrading of the
SCADA system including RTUs
and SAS Gateway Servers at
DESCO substations are also
included.

GIS Project for Distribution
Network Management
DESCO has taken a project on
design,
development
&
installation of multi-platform
GIS-based application for the
management of distribution
network. This project includes
comprehensive
survey
of
distribution system network,
asset mapping and short-term,
mid-term and long-term plan for
renovation and expansion of
distribution network.
Preparation of key map of
DESCO area showing the
230KV substations, 132 KV
substation, 132KV transmission line,
33KV substation and 33KV transmission
line (existing and proposed) and single
line diagram of existing
infrastructure and proposed
infrastructure from 230kV
transmission line to 0.4kV
distribution line are also
included in this project.
The GIS-based mapping
will use state-of-the-art GIS
software
for
future
distribution system network
planning and have the
provision to integrate with
GIS and SCADA system.
Distribution Transformer
Monitoring
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Distribution Transformer Monitoring
(DTM) is a specialized hardware
device that collects and measures
information relative to electricity
passing into and through a
distribution transformer. DESCO is
planning to install a monitoring
system for all of its distribution
transformers.
DTM
devices
commonly consist of highly accurate
sensors, onboard communications
modules to transmit information,
and a power supply provision. Detail
design and project preparation work
is ongoing for this project.

Advanced Metering Infrastructure
(AMI)
AMI provides electric
power utilities with a twoway
communication
system from control center
to the meter, as well as the
ability to modify customers’
different
service-level
parameters. The expansion
of AMI technologies and
developments of smart
meter installations through
smart metering programs
provide distribution grids
with a great opportunity to
capture voltage feedback of
termination points. AMI also provide
strong and fault tolerant communication
network
between
components,
advanced smart devices for
remote monitoring and
two-way
data
communication. It provides
real time data and load
profile. It can be integrated
with
various
billing,
collection and reporting
software of DESCO.
Master
Information
Center (MIC)
The
next
step
for
modernization
is
to
establish
a
Master
Information Center for data
interpretability. DESCO has
a plan to build a MIC that
centralizes
the
organization's shared IT

environment that minimizes the
chances of a security breach.

operations and equipment for the
purposes of storing, processing, and
disseminating data and applications. For

Feasibility Study for Modern and
Underground
Distribution
Network
Energytron Pty Ltd, Australia has
conducting a detailed feasibility
study on modern underground
distribution network in DESCO area.
They will use state of the art
technologies and equipment for
survey
and
proposed
an
implementation plan to convert all
overhead distribution lines into
underground lines phase by phase. They
also prepare the BOQ and recommends
projects for underground
distribution network with
priority.
After
the
completion
of
the
feasibility study, DESCO
will take necessary steps as
per the recommendation of
the consultant.
Challenges of
Underground
Distribution Network in
Dhaka City
To
establish
modern
underground distribution
network in Dhaka city,
some challenge will be as follows:

information security, DESCO ensures
the MIC has to offer a secure

•Underground line construction is
almost 30 times higher than the
overhead
line
which
requires huge investments.
This is a big challenge for
DESCO to arrange such a
big fund to implement
underground system. In
Japan,
generally
the
practice of investment is,
one-third (1/3) cost born by
utility, one-third (1/3) cost
born by city authorities and
one-third (1/3) cost born by
the government.
•Dhaka is the most
populated
city
in
Bangladesh, and also one
of the most populated cities
in the world. It has a
population density of
36,941 inhabitants per
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square kilometer which is the highest in
the world. To ensure reliable power to
these inhabitants, it is a big challenge.
•Modern cities have a street footprint
of around 25% to 30%. But in Dhaka
city, street footprint is approximately
6%, which is very low as compared to
other modern cities to install/
accommodate all the equipment of
different utilities (e.g. Titas, WASA,
BTCL, DESCO, Optical Fiber etc.) to
underground.
•Water logging is a general issue in
Dhaka
city.
For
underground
distribution network, place of the
equipment, equipment selection,
drainage system etc. factors must be
considered.
•Space for equipment is another
crucial issue in Dhaka city to establish
the underground distribution network.
Cooperation and no objection
certificate (NOC) will be required from

RAJUK, city corporations and other
concerned authorities to install the
equipment adjacent to the consumer
premises and road side area.
•Others utilities existing line and
equipment should be Identified and a
shifting plan shall require so that their
services could not be interrupted during
the execution of the underground
distribution network.
•In Dhaka city, all the utilities are
separately planning to make modern and
underground system without coordination
to each other which may interrupt the
citizen services during implementation.
On the other hand, less street footprint is a
constraint in Dhaka city. So, a separate
tunnel authority may be formed for
maintenance and coordination among the
utilities in the city.

A Road to Smart Grid
The SCADA system in DESCO area will
collect the real time data of all the

substations and monitor and control
them remotely up to 11kV level. The GIS
project in DESCO area is a GIS-based
application for the management of
distribution network which will be
expected to complete by June, 2022.
After that all the distribution network
information can be archived through the
GIS platform. Network Modeling,
Simulation, Load Forecasting will be
done by power system analysis software
e.g. CYME distribution analysis tool.
After successful completion of the pilot
project for conversion of existing
distribution system into modernized
automated underground distribution
system in Gulshan and adjacent area by
JICA, DESCO will go for underground
distribution network to other areas phase
by phase. Distribution Transformer
Monitoring Project will help monitor the
distribution load, load balance/unbalance
and ensure quality power to consumers.
Meanwhile, DESCO already converted
65% customers into pre-payment
metering system. Now plans to convert
100% meters into Smart pre-payment
meters by 2023.
The Power Division has taken initiatives
to review the existing PSMP based on
the post-COVID situation. At present,
Integrated Energy and Power Master
Plan (IEPMP) and Detailed Distribution
Master Plan (DDMP) are conducting by
JICA study team. DDMP mainly focuses
on the distribution planning of Dhaka
city i.e. the electrical distribution system
of DESCO and DPDC. These two
studies will help DESCO set its mission
for the future in context of Bangladesh.
Then, upon completion of these running
projects and the upcoming projects in
DESCO area, DESCO will go ahead to
the road of Smart Grid System and will
ensure the utmost satisfaction of the
EP
consumers in its jurisdiction.
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M

any Asian countries made netzero pledges at COP26 in
Glasgow last month, but most
were vague and opaque. The big
question is: what now? What will
countries have to do to fulfil their
climate pledges and what should their
governments focus on for climate action
in Asia in 2022?
On 14 December, The Third Pole and
Earth Journalism Network organised a
webinar, bringing together a panel of
climate experts to discuss these
questions.

India:
‘The Government will Show
Direction of Travel and Lay
Foundations’
Ulka Kelkar, Director of Climate
Programme, World Resources Institute
India
A regional energy grid will be the key to
unlocking the potential of renewable
energy and using it to generate
electricity. For all countries blessed with
solar power, regional electricity should
be the focus of 2022.
A just transition is the second issue, and
it plays out differently in our part of the
world. Livelihoods are linked to caste,
there is limited mobility and literacy,
there are issues with women in the
workforce — this is a far more
complicated scenario than examples
from other parts of the world. We have
to come up with our own unique
customised solutions [for a] just
transition.
Third, we need to learn from our own
failures, such as Sri Lanka rolling back

on banning imported fertiliser when
yields fell and food prices became high.
We need to learn from failed
experiments in 2022.
Fourth, local planning needs to be at the
heart of adaptation planning. When it
comes to climate action at this massive
scale, it’s bound to have a more positive
impact in the aggregate. But at the local
level, if there are maladaptive practices,

The Bangladesh
government has been
quite open, progressive
and interactive in terms
of decisions for climate
action. The local
scientific community is
interacting with the
international scientific
community, and NGOs
and civil society groups
are strong
there may be impacts on livelihoods,
such as land-based and nature-based
livelihoods. We need checks and
balances, we need to prevent
maladaptive consequences, learn from
each other and cooperate with each
other.
In India, there is an entire spectrum of
carbon-neutral plans being made but
there is no role model or template. For
example, the city of Mumbai has a
climate action plan underway looking
at a carbon-neutral future. Bihar state,
which has a low carbon footprint, is

stepping up and saying, “We would like
a low-carbon development pathway.”
The national government can foster
open discussions so we can mainstream
climate considerations into state action
plans.
Industry will lead the response by
[making] investments and working on
supply chains. But the government will
have to [ensure] regulatory certainty for
industry. This may mean more
renewable energy mandates, green
hydrogen mandates etc. These are the
kinds of signals the government will
have to give, because at the scale at
which we are talking about these
targets, market forces alone will not get
us there.
Even though renewable energy is
becoming more competitive than coal,
things such as land will be a big
constraint, as will mineral security for
battery storage. Finance, too, will be a
big constraint.
Central Asia
‘Civil Society and Media Key to
Making
Countries
Stick
to
Commitments’
Olha Boiko, Coordinator, Climate
Action Network, Eastern Europe,
Caucasus and Central Asia
Kazakhstan has not updated its
Nationally Determined Contribution
(NDC) since 2016, though it plans to go
climate neutral by 2060. As far as
expectations for Kazakhstan go, an
updated NDC is highly unlikely but at
least there is an announcement for an
action plan for a climate-neutrality
strategy by 2060. We really need to
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focus on civil society participation and
local level participation because it’s
impossible to create a just transition
strategy
without
consulting
stakeholders.

independently about what is happening.
Our role is to ensure there is a civil
society presence and independent
media so countries deliver what they
promised.

Kyrgyzstan has been quite ambitious
compared with other countries in
Central Asia. Its emissions are
ridiculously small, so the country is
mostly focused on vulnerability and
adaptation. However, it uses coal to
heat houses. It updated its NDC, and the
process was coordinated with civil
society organisations who gathered
information from local communities
and passed it on to committees.

Nepal
‘Despite Our Low Emissions, We
want to be Part of the Solution’
Manjeet Dhakal, South Asia lead,
Climate Analytics Nepal
The year 2022 will be crucial for Nepal.
Nepal will graduate from LDC status
[with the preparatory period of five
years, Nepal will graduate to a
developing country by December 2026]
without meeting the income criteria.
However, there is a challenge to retain
this status because of the extreme effects
of climate change and economic
vulnerability.

Research station at the Adygine glacier
complex in the Tien-Shan mountain
range, Kyrgyzstan,
Kyrgyzstan cautiously mentioned
climate neutrality by 2050 during
COP26, but it’s significant it did
mention it. We expect new NDC
implementation, more action on the
international level as civil society grows
stronger, more studies on alternatives to
burning coal in homes, and for
Kyrgyzstan to join the Climate
Vulnerable Forum — which is a good
way of teaming up with similar
countries who are vulnerable and
raising their voices.
Tajikistan has weak civil society
influence and is highly vulnerable to
climate change, especially when it
comes to water. The focus is on
hydropower as the main renewable — a
dangerous situation as Tajikistan already
lacks water. We expect more action at
the local level, more local communities
using sustainable solutions and stronger
communication from civil society. The
government will engage on the regional
level, with new capacity building and
adaptation projects from international
donors.
Uzbekistan updated its NDC, which has
good content and good suggestions. A
carbon tax will be introduced. It is
difficult for civil society to function and
influence processes here. What to
expect:
NDC
implementation,
including supporting civil society and
improving journalists’ capacity to write

2022 will be important for Nepal to
prepare a smooth transition for
graduation while addressing the
compounding crisis that the country has
faced in terms of Covid-19 and climate
disasters.
In our updated NDC, we have included
a quantitative greenhouse gas reduction
target on the energy sector and other
sectors; we have also included the total
cost of implementing the NDC, which
amounts to USD 28 billion in 10 years.
The country has pledged to mobilise
USD 3 billion. This shows that despite
low emissions we want to be part of the
solution.
The year 2022 will be important to
build infrastructure for this transition
and work needs to be done for
technological
breakthroughs
and
subsidies.
Pakistan
‘Holistic Implementation Contingent
on Climate Awareness’
Sara Hayat, Climate Lawyer and
Consultant
Pakistan has taken an ambitious pledge.
It did not pledge net zero but planned
to curb emissions by 50% by 2030, with
15% of this through internal efforts and
the
remainder
contingent
on
international funding. With regard to
implementation, the government has
taken it head on, as it is holding various

workshops in the country and inviting
members of civil society to work
alongside government officials.
In the short term, the government hopes
to shift to 60% renewable energy by
2030, put a moratorium on new coal
plants and allow no generation through
imported coal. Still, Pakistan hasn’t let
go of coal power, but does intend to by
shifting to hydro and solar. It’s strongly
focusing on the electric vehicle policy,
pledging to shift to about 30% electric
vehicles by 2030. It’s preparing its
national adaptation plan, which
promises to be gender-sensitive, youthfocused — a big leap forward. Though
the Ten Billion Trees Tsunami [an
afforestation programme] is making
waves and the government is focused
on channelling funding for it, one
would hope that there is more work on
the mitigation side as well.
Small measures are being taken to
tackle smog, for example, giving
subsidies to farmers so they don’t burn
crops[sic], or shifting brick kilns to
zigzag technology so there are less
emissions or buffered emissions. On
Mondays, schools and private offices
are closed to reduce vehicular
emissions, and the government is
shifting to Euro V petrol which reduces
pollution.
Whether these efforts come together
holistically is contingent upon whether
there is enough climate awareness.
Policies lose impact if awareness does
not take place. In Pakistan, this
awareness is devolved to civil society
and NGOs.
Overall, given other strains on the
economy and post-pandemic effect, as
well as large and uneducated
population, making climate change a
priority is a big thing for this
government.
Indonesia
‘Green Recovery Needed After
Covid-19’
Agus
Sari,
Chief
Executive,
Landscape Indonesia
Indonesia is going through a great reset
post pandemic. The focus now is on
how the post Covid-19 recovery can be
low carbon.
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We do have a strong NDC, which offers
a detailed roadmap on how to get there.
From about 2.8 gigatonnes of CO2
equivalent emissions, we have to limit
it to 2 gigatonnes with our own
resources and to 1.8 gigatonnes with
international support. We are doing a lot
with our own resources. On average,
USD 800-900 million per year is spent
on climate change out of the national
budget.
We have a net-zero pledge, by 2060 or
earlier.
The forestry commitment in the NDC is
ambitious, setting a target of a 70%
reduction of emissions by 2030 with
local financing and 90% reduction with
international support.
Indonesia has committed to making the
forestry sector a net carbon sink by
2030. In 2022, Indonesia will chair the
G20, so there is pressure on it to
perform on commitments and show
progress. Climate ambitions will be
reviewed — that was one of the decisions
of COP26.
We already have a carbon tax. The tax
needs to be at market level if not more.
Both tax and carbon trading will begin
with coal power plants.

The energy sector is more difficult to
deal with as we are very coal-intensive:
66% of our electricity generation comes
from coal, 30% or less from oil and a
tiny 10% from renewable energy. This
needs to be increased. We have the
target to increase renewable energy to
21% by 2050 which doesn’t sound like
much unless you see where we are
starting from.

community is interacting with the
international scientific community,
and NGOs and civil society groups
are strong. The government has
various committees in which many
of these people are represented. Of
course, the government has the last
word, but it is often the language of
this scientific community that is
reflected in decisions.

The president wants a roadmap for
energy transition, he has made it sound
like we are in urgent need of a good
transition plan. He has talked to two of
the largest state-owned electricity and
oil companies to abandon coal and
carbon-intensive technologies and
embrace RE.

With a rapidly growing population,
the demand for crop production is
growing. Food self-sufficiency is the
national target and we have more or
less achieved that with respect to
rice, which is the main food. The
threat of starvation isn’t there. Our
forecast and prediction of extreme
events has improved.

There is now a dual mandate of
increasing production and decreasing
emissions.
Bangladesh
‘Government is Guided by the
Scientific Community’
Dr Atiq Rahman, executive director,
Bangladesh Centre for Advanced
Studies
The Bangladesh government has
been quite open, progressive and
interactive in terms of decisions for
climate action. The local scientific

EP

Reprint from The Third Pole
Atika Rehman is Deputy Editor at
The Third Pole. Prior to this role,
she worked as a journalist in
Pakistan for 10 years. She currently
works as the UK correspondent for
Pakistani newspaper Dawn. She has
an undergraduate degree in law
from the University of London's
International Programme.
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BPDB Wants Clear Policy on CoalFired Power Plants

B

angladesh Power Development Board (BPDB)
has urged the Power Division
to give them a very clear policy on coal-fired power project issues so that it can take
future course of action in
proper manner.

Dhaka-Ctg Oil Pipeline to be
Ready by June Next

I

nstallation of the 246km
Chattogram-Dhaka
oil
pipeline is expected to be
completed in June next year.
Project officials said the
installation of the pipeline
has been progressing in four
spots -- Chattogram, Feni,
Cumilla and Munshiganj.
A total of 50km pipes have
already arrived in the country
while 100km pipes are
expected to arrive in January

and the rest 100 km in March
next year.

The state-owned Bangladesh
Petroleum Corporation (BPC)
has taken the project for
supplying fuel oil from
Chattogram to Dhaka in an
attempt to check pilferage
and ensuring quick supply
with an estimated cost of Tk
27 billion.
EP

T

"The current levels that we
see today are quite stable.
This is $75 per barrel, plus or
minus 10%. It seems to me
that next year, these
parameters will stay in
place," he said.

Novak added that the
growth of the world
economy and the demand
for oil contributes to the
prices. "As many agencies
and analysts predict the
economy will continue to
grow. But I don't see any
risks here that would lead to
a deviation from the current
level," Novak said.
EP

He said this at the policy
discussion meeting on
proposed power-energy
sector master plan.
EP

World Coal Power Demand
to Hit New High

Those pipes have been
manufactured in China.

Oil Prices May Remain $75 Per
Barrel in 2022
he oil price in 2022
may remain at $75
per barrel with the
possibility
of
fluctuation
around
10% in both directions,
Russian Deputy Prime
Minister
Alexander
Novak said an interview with
a TV channel recently.

Currently, there are 29 coalfired power plants in BPDB's
pipeline at different stages of
implementation. However,
the government has recently
declared that they scrapped
10 projects.

"We need a very clear-cut
policy direction from the
high-ups to deal with the
coal-fired pipeline projects as the government is
planning to cut power
production from coal
sources,” BPDB Chairman
Engineer Belayet Hossain
said.

R

ising consumption in
China, India and the
United States could bring
global coal-fired power demand to a new all-time high
this year, undermining efforts
to cut greenhouse gas emissions, the International Energy Agency, or IEA said
recently.
The IEA said global power
generation from coal was expected to reach 10,350 terawatt-hours in 2021, up 9%,
driven by a rapid economic
recovery that has "pushed up
electricity demand much
faster than low-carbon supplies can keep up."
Overall coal demand, including for industries such as ce-

ment and steel, is expected to
grow 6% this year.
Though it will not exceed the
record consumption levels of
2013 and 2014, it could hit a
new all-time high next year,
the IEA report said.
IEA Executive Director Fatih
Birol said the increase was "a
worrying sign of how far off
track the world is in its efforts
to put emissions into decline
towards net zero."
China is responsible for more
than half of global coal-fired
power generation and is expected to see a 9% year-onyear increase in 2021, the
IEA said. Generation in India
is forecast to grow 12% this
year.
EP
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CPD Wants Cut in Diesel Prices

‘GLAD Generator, a Pride for
Bangladesh’

G

T

he Centre for Policy Dialogue (CPD) recommended the government to
reduce diesel prices in order
to cut crop cultivation and
transportation costs to curb
spike in production cost.
The recommendation came
from the think-tank when
farmers have started preparation for cultivation of Boro
rice, which contributes more
than half of total production
of rice, the staple food.
The CPD said the government increased prices of
diesel by 23 per cent to Tk 80
per liter and added that use

of the fuel was widespread in
agricultural
production,
transportation and milling of
rice.
As a result, production and
marketing costs of rice are
likely to go up.
Hence, the cost-driven rise in
harvest price of upcoming
Boro rice would further create inflationary pressure in
the coming months, said
CPD Executive Director Fahmida Khatun at a media
briefing on CPDs reading of
state of Bangladesh economy
for the fiscal year 2021-22 at
EP
its office.

lad is moving
forward
with
conviction in the month
of Victory. The title
GLAD had been picked
from the middle of the
word
'Bangladesh',
with a signature of
patriotism.
It was designed in a way so
that Bangladesh could attain
a special recognition in the
global market for generators.
Energypac Power Generation
(EPGL) has been one of the
pioneers in the country's
generator industry since
1995.
The GLAD generators have
been under production since
2015 in the "state-of-the-art"
Energypac Industrial Park.
Currently, the factory has the
capacity of assembling 300

T

Assistant Director Ataur Rahman Sarkar filed the case at
the ACC Integrated District
Office, Dhaka-1 recently, the
second graft case filed in less
than a month.

The investigators found
that Mahidur owned a flat
worth Tk 1.99 crore in
Baridhara residential area,
a six-storey house on a
1.5 katha land in Ulan
Mouza under Gulshan police station, a 0.5 katha
land in Khilgaon and another two katha land in
Dakshinkhan.
EP

he Anti-Corruption Commission (ACC) has filed a
case against Mahidur Rahman, manager of Titas Gas
Transmission and Distribution Company Limited, and
his wife Safia Shahana, for
amassing illegal assets.

GLAD
generators
are
currently being used in the
country's some of the biggest
projects like the Padma
Bridge, Metro rail, Rooppur
Power Plant, Dhaka Elevated
Expressway,
Mirsorai
Economic Zone, UN mission
and many prominent real
estates,
frontline
pharmaceutical companies,
large-scale RMG Factories,
and many other significant
industries.
EP

12 Power Plants Closed
for Gas Crisis

ACC Files Case Against Titas Gas
Manager, His Wife
The case alleges that
Mahidur Rahman committed a punishable offense under sections 26
(2) and 26 (1) of 2004
as the commission
found the information
of Tk 2.03 crore and
failed to show any source of
Tk 1.46 crore.

generators yearly from a wide
range of 20 KVA to 1,000
KVA.

4500MW
from
6300MW at the beginning of December after
the Summit’s gas supply
cut.

A

t least 12 power units
having a combined generation capacity of 1800MW
have suspended their operations due to gas crisis.
“Around 100mmcfd natural gas
supply has cut from electricity
generation after the mooring
line of Summit Group’s FSRU
got torn,” Bangladesh Power
Development Board (BPDB) officials said.
He said that the electricity
generation from the gas-fired
plants has come down to

The power units that are
closed including Ghorasal Regent 108MW,
Haripur 412MW, Siddhirganj
210MW and 335MW each,
Asuganj unit-3 135MW and
unit-4
129MW,
RPCL
210MW, Bhola 95MW,
Baghabari
71MW
and
100MW each and Sirajganj
140MW.
The officials said the board
has, however, increased generation from the oil-fired
plants to meet the demand.
The demand for electricity in
the current winter is
9000MW
EP
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Natural Gas Prices Hit Fresh
Record in EU Market

Energypac Holds 26th AGM

E

uropean and UK gas
prices rocketed recently to
all-time highs on strong winter demand and simmering
geopolitical tensions between key supplier Russia
and consumer nations.

T

he 26th Annual General
Meeting of Energypac
Power Generation Limited, a
company listed with the
Dhaka Stock Exchange and
Chittagong Stock Exchange,
was held recently, said a
press release.
Presided over by Rabiul
Alam, chairman of Energypac
Power Generation Limited,
its managing director and
CEO Humayun Rashid,
Enamul Haque Chowdhury,
director, Md Nurul Aktar,
director, Rezwanul Kabir,
director,
Helal
Uddin
Ahmed, nominated director
of the ICB, Mohammed

Nurul Amin, independent
director, Golam Mohammad,
nominated director from
Energypac
Engineering
Limited, Aminur Rahman
Khan, CFO, Alauddin Shibly,
company secretary, and
entrepreneurs took part in the
virtual AGM.
The AGM approved 10 per
cent cash dividend for
shareholders.
The company’s consolidated
earnings per share for the
outgoing year was Tk 2.30.
On June 30, the company’s
net asset value per share
stood at Tk 57.72.
EP

Europe's reference Dutch TTF
gas price hit 162.775 euros
per megawatt hour in late
morning deals, up more than
ten percent from Monday,
while UK prices leapt to
408.30 pence per therm.
Both markets beat previous
records from October, also

struck on demand worries for
the northern hemisphere
winter months. They are currently about seven times
greater than at the start of
2021.
Runaway spot gas prices,
alongside other buoyant
commodities including crude
oil, have fuelled mounting
concern about spiking inflation worldwide.
European gas "continued its inexorable rise... to another record,"
wrote Deutsche Bank analysts in
a client note.
EP

Minister Inaugurates ‘Nuclear
Bus Tour’

Aker BP, Lundin Energy Boards
Agree to Merger

A

ker BP and Lundin
Energy plan to merge,
creating Norway’s second
largest
oil
and
gas
producer with cumulative
production next year of
more than 400,000 boe/d.
The combined company
will operate six major
production hubs on the
Norwegian
continental
shelf (NCS) with further
growth
in
prospect
through the NOAKA and
Valhall NCP/King Lear
projects in the North Sea.
It will also be the second
largest owner of the Johan
Sverdrup oil field (31.6%)

and a partner in the
Wisting oil development
in the Barents Sea. These
projects, some with low
break-even costs, could
lift the new group’s
production
above
500,000 boe/d by 2028.
Aker BP Chairman Øyvind
Eriksen said: “In 2016 we
created Aker BP together
with
BP
when
we
combined Det norske and
BP Norge…Already when
we created Aker BP, a
subsequent acquisition of
Lundin Energy was a
vision shared between BP
and Aker.
EP

T

o create public interest in
science and technology
and to create awareness
about the safety of nuclear
technology and its versatile
use, a specially branded passenger bus has started its
journey from Dhaka on December 23.
During the five-day tour, the
bus traveled across nearly 20
districts of the country.
Information Center on Nuclear Energy in Dhaka
(ICONE) hosted the tour supported by the Ministry of Science and Technology (MoST)
Bangladesh,
Bangladesh
Atomic Energy Commission

(BAEC) and Russian State
Corporation ROSATOM.
Architect Yeafesh Osman,
Minister for Science and
Technology formally inaugurated the Nuclear Bus Tour at
a ceremony held in front of
NPP Bhaban in the city.
Dr. Md. Shawkat Akbar, Project Director, Construction of
Rooppur Nuclear Power
Plant Project and Managing
Director of Nuclear Power
Plant Company Bangladesh
Ltd.
(NPCBL),
Alok
Chakraborty, Chief Administrative Officer of Bangladesh
Atomic Energy Commission
were present.
EP
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Impact of 2021 Electricity
Price Surge
ouseholds and small
businesses in the Energy
Community
contracting
parties have been protected
from the high electricity
prices, unlike industrial
consumers.

H

Board (ECRB), summarizes
the measures taken by all
nine contracting parties
including Albania, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Kosovo,
North
Macedonia,
Montenegro, and Serbia.

Albania, North Macedonia,
and Kosovo are spending
vast amounts of money on
imports while electricity
producers in BiH enjoy
record incomes, according to
the paper Impact of the
electricity price surge in
Energy
Community
Contracting Parties and
measures undertaken.

The energy crisis, driven by
skyrocketing
prices
of
electricity, natural gas and
CO2 emissions allowances,
is likely to continue at least
through the winter season.

The document, prepared by
the Electricity Working
Group (EWG) of the Energy
Community
Regulatory

For example, in period
January — November Albania
paid EUR 213 million for
electricity imports, while
universal supplier OSHEE’s
income came in at EUR 480
million.
EP

Construction of Sixth NPP Unit in
India Kicks Oﬀ

Excelerate Energy Hosts Tree
Planting Initiative

E

xcelerate
Energy
(Excelerate), a U.S.based LNG company,
organized
a
tree
planting initiative on
November 17 at Zero
Point,
Moheshkhali
Island in Cox's Bazar.
Excelerate employees, with the
help of the local community,
business leaders, and officials,
planted 10,000 mangroves
across two acres of land to
help raise environmental and
climate awareness as well as
protect the island from coastal
erosion.

Guard, Forest Department,
local administration, and the
fishing community.

Habib Bhuiyan, Country
Manager for Excelerate
Bangladesh, was present
along with representatives
from Rupantarita Prakritik
Gas Company Limited, Gas
Transmission
Company
Limited, Bangladesh Coast

“We’re committed to the longterm
success
of
the
communities where we
operate and want to positively
impact Bangladesh and its
coastal community through
our continued support and
volunteerism.”
EP

“Our goal for this initiative
was to help conserve the
coastal environment as well
as inspire action across the
local community,” said
Habib Bhuiyan.

IEEE President Stresses on
Energy-Saving Technology

P

M

ain construction of the
unit 6 of Kudankulam
NPP in India was officially
launched through the first
concreting in the foundation
slab of the reactor building
on December 20, 2021.
All the six units of Kudankulam NPP are implemented
with the support from
Rosatom State Corporation of
Russia following AES-92 design with VVER-1000 (V412).

The first two NPP power units
of the first phase are demonstrating sustainable operation
at the nominal power level.
The power units 3 and 4 of
the second phase are under
construction; while works are
underway for installation of
the reactor pressure vessel at
unit 3.
In the third phase the first
concrete was laid at the
power unit 5 in June of the
current year.
EP

rof Saifur Rahman, the first
Bangladeshi to become
the president elect for 2022
of the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE), has stressed the need
for concentrating effort in energy-saving technologies in
Bangladesh to mitigate economic and environmental
impacts.
He was speaking on the potential of smart buildings and IoT
both globally and locally at an
event recently at Independent
University, Bangladesh (IUB) to
honor the Virginia Tech University professor.
By utilizing advanced building designs and automation,
he said that Bangladesh can
immediately save substantially on expensive fuel imports at nominal cost.
The president elect agreed to

explore and potentially expand scope of cooperation
between IEEE and IUB in
areas such as academics, research, training and international publications.He also
looked forward to universitywide access to IEEE databases
of journals, conferences and
publications for faculty members and students.
Prof Celia Shahnaz of Buet was
also honored for becoming the
chair elect of Women in Engineering (WIE), IEEE.
EP
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Summit to Build 3rd LNG FSRU
in Moheshkhali

T

he government is
set to establish a
third floating storage
and regasification unit
(FSRU) in Moheshkhali
of Cox's Bazar to import more liquefied natural gas, or LNG,
despite price volatility,
subsidy pressure, and opposition from various quarters.
The government already has
to pay $4,54,000 per day as
capacity charge alone to the
two existing LNG suppliers.
The Energy and Mineral Resources Division of the energy
ministry sent a letter to
Petrobangla on 09 December
directing it to take the next
course of action for the project.
The decision for a third FSRU
was taken under the Speedy
Supply of Power and Energy
(Special Provision) Act, taking into consideration local

gas production, demand,
supply and pipeline capacity,
and to mitigate the gas deficit
by 2022-23 and onward,
reads the letter sent to
Petrobangla justifying LNG
imports.
Summit Oil and Shipping Co
Ltd will implement the terminal, which would be its second terminal so far.
The decision comes at a time
when experts and a section of
government high-ups have
urged reconsidering the energy
plan in the face of rising prices
of LNG and other fossil fuels on
EP
the global market.

WB Approves $500m to Expand,
Modernize Power Distribution System

T

he World Bank (WB) recently approved US$500
million to help Bangladesh
for expanding and modernizing electricity distribution
system and support its sustainable transformation.
The Electricity Distribution
Modernization Program will
deliver improved electricity
services to about 40 million
people in Dhaka and Mymensingh Divisions.
It will upgrade and construct
more than 31,000 kilometer
of distribution lines, 157 distribution substations, and related infrastructure and
incorporate measures to increase climate resilience of
network infrastructure in 25
rural electric cooperatives

(Palli Bidyut Samities) in the
Bangladesh Rural Electrification Board, said a press release recently.
Network investment will be
paired with new and advanced technologies to help
modernizing and transforming the electricity system.
"In the last decade, Bangladesh
achieved a more than fourfold
increase in electricity generation capacity and delivered
electricity connections to more
than 99 percent of its population. But, the electricity distribution network could not keep
pace with the remarkable increase in electricity generation," said Dandan Chen,
World Bank Acting Country
Director for Bangladesh.
EP
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Bangladesh’s Largest Solar Project
Starts Supplying Electricity to Grid

contrast to the Rampal coal power plant,
located just nearby in Bagerhat district.
"We developed the project against many odds,"
said Salman Obaidul Karim, managing director
of Orion Group.
"We had to deal with all the disruptions caused
by the Covid-19 pandemic. We also had to
change our [solar solutions] supplier. And then
there was the huge container congestion that
created a global supply chain chaos," he added.
Salman Obaidul Karim pointed out that the
project was a good way to go forward in the
post-COP26 world, which aimed at a drastic
reduction of carbon emissions by all nations of
the world.

T

he country's largest solar park in Mongla started supplying
electricity to the national grid from 25 December 2021.

The plant would supply 134.3 megawatts peak (solar power
measuring unit).
Energon Renewables, a subsidiary of the industrial
conglomerate Orion Group, has built the plant on a 350-acre
site that had originally been developed for a coal power
project in 2014.
The Orion Group shelved the coal project and struck a deal
with the Bangladesh Power Development Board (BPDB) in
February 2019 on building the solar park.
The solar plant is a milestone in Bangladesh's efforts to reduce
emissions as Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina at the COP26
announced a "target of generating 40% of our energy from
renewable sources by 2041".
The $196 million green power plant project stands in striking

"We are very proud that the commercial
operation date of this project coincides with
our 50th year as an independent nation in the
month of victory," he noted.
Chinese manufacturer Longi Solar has provided the
photovoltaics (PV) while Sungrow Power Supply Co Ltd
supplied its central inverter solutions.
Engineering Procurement Contractor of the project and
Mahindra Susten Pvt
Ltd worked as an
Owner's Engineer and
Project Management
Consultancy.
The project has been
financed
by
a
combination of local
and foreign lenders. This green project will contribute to
reducing around 1,80,000 tonnes of CO2 emission a year.
Energon uses energy-efficient Mono Perc cells to capture solar
rays and convert them to power, which will then be supplied
as Alternating Current electricity to the main grid in Mongla,
some 13km away from the plant.
Mono Perc cells have the highest efficiency in generating power
among the four types of solar cells available in the market.
Bagerhat is now home to Bangladesh's largest solar PV plant
after overtaking the 73MW Mymensingh solar power facility.
Orion Group has five fuel-based power plants with a capacity
to generate 511MW of electricity.
Photo Credit: TBS EP
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Govt Encourages Renewable
Energy: Nasrul
government has been encouraging
power generation from renewable
sources.
“It is necessary to innovate such a
technology that would occupy less
land to generate solar power,” State
Minister for Power, Energy and
Mineral Resources Nasrul Hamid
said recently.

A

s part of the global campaign to
expand renewable energy and
reduce
greenhouse
gas,
the

He said it is necessary to introduce
mix fuel in power generation, adding,
“Developed countries have been
working
with
hydrogen
for
transforming as energy. It's time to
think about ocean energy, wind
power and rooftop solar system.” EP

Midlands Engine
Hydrogen
Technologies
Strategy

T

he Midlands is the manufacturing
heartland of the UK, with unrivalled
expertise and capacity to make and
apply
low
carbon
hydrogen
technologies to deliver net zero.
It is hydrogen technologies that have the
power to connect hydrogen generators
and end users - and it is the Midlands
that has the power to make those
technologies, for use in areas as diverse

StanChart Arranges Green ZeroCoupon Bond for Sajida Foundation
Chairman Prof Shibli
Rubayat-Ul-Islam as
the chief guest, said a
recent press release.

S

tandard Chartered Bank has
arranged the first Green ZeroCoupon Bond in Bangladesh for Sajida
Foundation. The total face value of the
bond is Tk 1,000 million.
The proceeds of the bond will be
utilized to finance lending to different
environmentally friendly and energyefficient initiatives of the micro-credit
and SME clients of Sajida Foundation.
The announcement of the bond was
made at a ceremony at the head office
of Bangladesh Securities and Exchange
Commission (BSEC) in the city, with its

executives
occasion.

Zahida Fizza Kabir,
Chief
Executive
Officer
of
Sajida
Foundation,
Naser
Ezaz Bijoy, Chief
Executive Officer of
Standard Chartered
Bank Bangladesh, and
other
senior
were present on the

Sajida Foundation will use the proceeds
to finance expansion of their
microcredit and SME lending portfolio,
through investing in new and existing
projects with environmental benefits.
The issuance of this security will
provide Sajida Foundation with an
alternative source of fund, compared to
a conventional term loan. Standard
Chartered was the mandated lead
arranger for the transaction.
EP

as transport, domestic heating and off
grid power supplies.
Driven by industry and in partnership
with the public sector and academia,
the
rapidly
growing
Hydrogen
Technologies Valley in the Midlands
continues to go from strength to
strength: an ecosystem of innovation
and infrastructure that enables hydrogen
technologies
to
be
developed,
commercialized and industrialized, at
scale.
Launching on 14 December 2021, the
pioneering Midlands Engine Hydrogen
Technologies Strategy has been cocreated by partners from right across the
region to crystallise and champion the
pivotal role the Midlands can play in
low carbon hydrogen, to achieve
government ambitions to expand the
UK hydrogen economy and drive
sustainable growth.
EP
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ADB Grants $7m to Marshall Islands for RE

T

he Asian Development Bank (ADB)
and the government of the Marshall
Islands (RMI) signed agreements for a $7
million grant to support the Marshalls
Energy Company (MEC) improve its
performance to enhance the disaster
resilience of RMI’s energy network and
to prepare for a shift to renewables.
The agreements, part of the RMI Energy
Security Project, were signed by ADB
Executive Director Noor Ahmed, acting
on behalf of the RMI, and ADB Director
General for the Pacific Leah Gutierrez.
The grant provides additional funding
for the project, a $12.7 million initiative

approved in 2018, to rehabilitate the
fuel storage tanks and associated
infrastructure on Majuro Atoll to
improve the RMI’s energy security.
The electricity grid will be improved and
MEC staff will receive training for future
renewable energy upgrades.
EP

Sembcorp Builds 360 MW Battery in the UK

S

embcorp Energy UK, a unit of
Singapore-based
Sembcorp
Industries, has announced it will build a
360 MW battery at its site at Wilton
International on Teesside, which is a
built-up area around the River Tees in
the northeast of England.
“At the Wilton International site,

Sembcorp Energy UK has available land
and connections ready to enable swift
installment of the batteries, which will
be built in tranches,” the company said
in a statement, noting that, once
operational, the battery will become
Europe's largest storage facility. No
details were released on the battery
storage capacity.

Currently, the solar plant
proposal is being studied by
the Kuwait Authority for
Partnership Projects (KAPP)
and the proposal was received
by the Electricity, Water, and Renewable
Energy Ministry, the paper said.

uwait has got an offer to construct a
solar plant worth $3.5 billion from
private investors. The capacity of the
project is 5000 MW and it is situated in
North Kuwait.

S

JVN Limited, a Mini Ratna, joint
venture of the Government of
India (GOI) and the Government of
Himachal Pradesh (GOHP) and
Damodar Valley Corporation (DVC)
have inked an MoU for harnessing
2000 MW floating solar energy
projects in their command areas.
As per the Memorandum of
Understanding, SJVN and DVC will
jointly identify suitable water
bodies and available land under the
SJVN and DVC command areas for
setting
up
renewable
power

Prior to this project, the U.K.'s largest
battery under construction was a 99
MW/198 MWh facility developed by
Spanish solar project developer
Fotowatio Renewable Ventures (FRV) —
part of UAE-based Abdul Latif Jameel
Energy — and British developer
Harmony Energy, in Essex.
EP

Kuwait Receives Oﬀer for
5000 MW Solar Plant

K

SJVN, DVC to
Harness 2000
MW Floating
Solar Projects

According to a report, “A group of
private developers made the offer to the
cabinet which referred it to the
Ministry…the proposal is now under
consideration by KAPP.”
The project will be funded with loans
from foreign and local sources after
being approved by the government and
the KAPP.
EP

projects, a statement said.
This initiative is in line with the
renewable energy target set by the
Center and it would enable SJVN in
expanding its footprint across India,
said the SJVN Chairman &
Managing Director Nand Lal
Sharma.
Under the MoU, SJVN and DVC will
explore the formation of a joint
venture
for
development
of
renewable energy projects at
different locations within their
command areas, he added.
EP
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Forest Oﬃcials Urged to Work
Together to Protect Biodiversity
Assistant
Forest
Conservators
recruited in the 36th
BCS (Forest) cadre
at Chittagong Forest
Academy, said a
press release.

M

inister for Environment,
Forests and Climate
Change M Shahab Uddin
recently urged new forest
officials to work together for
protection of biodiversity of
the country.
"You must keep yourself
engage in conversation of
wildlife and biodiversity
through modern technology
and creativity by involving
general people to improve
the overall environment", he
said.
He was speaking as the chief
guest at the concluding
ceremony of a two-month
'Orientation Course' for

"In order to achieve
the SDG target, it is
necessary to work with
commitment to increase the
forest cover to 16 percent of
the total land area of the
country by 2030 and to
increase the tree cover to 24
percent by 2025", he said.
The minister hoped that the
knowledge gained through
this 'Orientation Course' of
the newly appointed assistant
forest conservators would
play a vital role in enhancing
the professional skills in forest
management and as a timely
forest manager in addressing
the diversified challenges of
forest resource conservation
and forestry sector.
EP

2022 Transition and Sustainable
Financing Outlooks

I

n a special edition, SEB’s
The Green Bond report
issued
outlooks
for
renewable energy investment
and for the sustainable debt
market next year.
It forecast that 2022 could be
the year when the world
finally breaks with a decade
of stagnation in renewable
energy
investment
and
expect a jump of about 25
percent in global investments
to close to USD 400 billion.
Regarding
sustainable
financing, it forecast that
global transactions will reach
a total of between USD 2.3

eneral
Motors
is
considering investing
more than $4 billion in two
Michigan plants to boost its
electric vehicle production
capacity,
according
to
sources and documents
made public recently.
GM has proposed building a
$2.5 billion battery plant
near Lansing with partner LG
Energy
Solution,
the
documents show.
The largest U.S. automaker is
separately considering a $2
billion overhaul of its Orion
Township assembly plant
north of Detroit to build nextgeneration electric vehicles.

The total investments could
top $4 billion, according to a
source familiar with the plan.
Documents posted by the
city of Lansing show GM is
considering
building
a
battery cell manufacturing
plant in nearby Delta
Township that could employ
1,700 people by 2028.
The joint venture battery
plant would be 2.5 million
square feet and is on land
currently owned by GM, the
documents say, adding that
"the battery cell production
facility
will
generate
significant economic activity
throughout Michigan." EP

In the transition outlook, the
report looked at how the
energy crisis currently hitting
Europe and Asia in particular
will affect renewable energy
investments going forward.
With a surge in the cost of energy
and electric power, which has
made all kinds of energy
production extremely profitable,
we expect that the crisis will pave
the way for a break with the
disappointing flatlining trend of
the past decade.
EP

IPCC Assessment of Climate
Change Science Finds Many
Changes Irreversible

GM May Invest $4b in EV Plants

G

trillion and USD 2.6 trillion
next year, driven mainly by
strong growth in green bond
issuance.

T

he
Intergovernmental
Panel
on
Climate
Change’s first Working Group
has adopted its contribution
to
the
IPCC’s
Sixth
Assessment Report.

The WG I report assesses the
science
underpinning
climate change and finds
many
changes
are
irreversible. The findings are
presented in the Working
Group’s
Summary
for
Policymakers, which was
approved following eleven
days
of
line-by-line
negotiations.
About
300
delegates
engaged in the approval

process leading to the
adoption of the WG I
SPM. Due to the global
pandemic, the 54th
session of the IPCC
(IPCC-54), and the 14th
session of WG I, took
place virtually from 26
July-6 August 2021.
The Earth Negotiations Bulletin
summary of the meeting calls
attention to the SPM warning
that, “Global surface temperature
will continue to increase until at
least 2050 and many of the
changes due to past and future
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
are irreversible for centuries to
millennia, especially changes in
the ocean, ice sheets, and global
sea level. From a physical
science perspective, limiting
human-induced global warming
to a specific level requires
reaching at least net-zero carbon
dioxide (CO2) emissions and
strong reductions in other GHG
emissions.”
EP
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States’ Steps Insuﬃcient to Protect
People from Climate Change: Hasan

Sustainable Plastic Management
Plan Launched

E

I

nformation
and
Broadcasting Minister Dr
Hasan Mahmud recently said
steps undertaken by the
human communities and the
states are not sufficient to
protect human beings for the
long term.
“Developed countries, especially those are emitting more
greenhouse gas, should come
forward in this regard,” he
said, addressing a seminar titled ‘COP 26: Outcome and
Future Way Forward’ at the Institution of Diploma Engineers,
Bangladesh (IDEB) here.
Bangladesh Climate Change
Journalists Forum (BCCJF)
and IDEB organized the
seminar with IDEB president
Engineer AKMA Hamid in the
chair.

Deputy
Minister
of
Environment, Forests and
Climate Change Habibun
Nahar and Power Cell
director general Engineer
Mohammad
Hossain
addressed the seminar as
special
guests
while
Department of Environment
director Md Showkat Ali
presented a keynote paper.
Center for Climate Justice of
Bangladesh director Hafizul
Islam
Khan,
Stamford
University Professor Dr
Ahmed
Kamruzzaman
Mazumder,
Md
Faruk
Rahman Rumi, and BCCJF
general secretary Motahar
Hossain, among others,
addressed the seminar while
its president Kawsar Rahman
conducted the event.
EP

Siemens Gamesa & Dominion
Energy Announce Next Step on
2.6 GW Coastal Virginia Project

S

iemens
Gamesa
is
pleased to announce the
next steps being taken with
Dominion Energy subsidiary
Dominion Energy Virginia for
delivery of offshore wind
turbines and 10-years of
service at its 2.6-GW Coastal
Virginia Offshore Wind
commercial project.

An agreement has been
reached planning to use 176
units of the world’s largest
offshore wind turbine in
operation, the SG 14-222
DD, and for an expected 10year Service agreement. The
agreement is subject to
customary
conditions,
including
required
governmental permitting.

nvironment,
Forest
and
Climate Change
Minister
Md
Shahab
Uddin
recently
launched Multisectoral Action
Plan
for
Sustainable
Plastic
Management
in
Bangladesh for attaining
Sustainable Development
Goals.
He launched this Plastic
Management Action Plan
at a program organized by
the
Ministry
of
Environment, Forest and
Climate
Change
in
association
with
the
World Bank at a city
hotel.
The launching ceremony
of
"Towards
a
All
items
are
anticipated
to
be
successfully closed by
Q1 2023. Installation
of
the
mammoth
project in waters off the
coast
of
the
Commonwealth
of
Virginia is expected to
begin in 2024.
The Coastal Virginia Offshore
Wind commercial project
will also provide a large
springboard
towards
realizing the goal established
by the Virginia Clean
Economy Act, which requires
Virginia to have 100% clean
energy by 2045. The project
will begin contributing to this
upon completion, which is
scheduled by 2026.
Once online, the project is
expected to provide enough

Multisectoral Action Plan
for Sustainable Plastic
Management
in
Bangladesh" was chaired
by Md. Ashraf Uddin,
Director
General,
Department
of
Environment (DoE), while
Md
Mostafa
Kamal,
Secretary of the ministry;
Espen Rikter Svendsen,
Ambassador of Norway to
Bangladesh; Md Jashim
Uddin, President, FBCCI;
and Dandan Chen, Acting
Country Director of World
Bank were present.
EP

clean energy to power up to
660,000 homes at rated wind
speed, avoiding more than 5
million tonnes per year of
carbon emissions compared
to fossil fuel-based power
generation.
This is another milestone
agreement for the United
States as it aims to add 30 GW
of renewable energy by 2030,
enough to provide clean,
renewable
energy
to
approximately 12 million
average U.S. homes, or 10%
of total U.S. households. EP
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Dhaka Too Noisy to Sleep,
Says Minister
a foreign country to
put a banana skin in
a bin.

E

nvironment Minister Md
Shahab Uddin has called
for strict measures to stop
drivers from using loud
horns,
wondering
how
people sleep in the noisy city
of Dhaka.
He raised the issue at an
event in the capital recently.
“Drivers honk horns for no
reason. I wonder how the
residents of Dhaka can sleep
when I can’t sleep due to
loud horns despite being the
environment minister.”
“People use the banned
horns on the empty roads -mile after mile. I can’t sleep
even at 3am or 4am. The law
enforcers
should
make
people aware about the issue
and force [drivers to follow
the rules on horns].”
Citing an anecdote from his
own life, Shahab Uddin said
he had to travel 22
kilometers during his stay in

“But here we throw
garbage here and
there. We don’t
follow the law. But
we do it when we’re
forced to,” he said.
Home Minister Asaduzzaman Khan recently shared his
bitter experience of the noise
pollution caused by the use
of these high-volume car
horns, even in the dead of
night.
“I live in government quarters
in Dhanmondi. Around
2:30am I heard a loud noise.
Probably an ambulance. But
the road was totally empty,
there were no pedestrians.
Despite this, they kept using
the siren. They were
completely oblivious to the
fact that they were disturbing
people or waking them from
their sleep.”
The environment, forest and
climate change ministry
organized the event in
partnership with the World
Bank at a hotel on a
sustainable plan to manage
plastics.
EP

China's Alibaba Pledges Carbon
Neutrality by 2030
chains and transportation
networks by the end of the
decade, the Chinese ecommerce giant pledged
recently.

A

libaba Group will aim to
achieve
carbon
neutrality in its own
operations
and
slash
emissions across its supply

Biden Orders US to Stop
Financing New Carbon-Intense
Projects Abroad

Alibaba
promised
to
achieve carbon neutrality by
2030 in its own direct
emissions - known as "scope
1" - as well as its indirect
"scope 2" emissions - derived

T

he Biden administration
has ordered US government agencies to immediately stop financing new
carbon-intensive fossil fuel
projects overseas and prioritize global collaborations to
deploy clean energy technology, according to US diplomatic cables.
The cables say US government engagements should reflect the goals set in an
executive order issued at the
start of the year aimed at ending American financial support
of
coal
and
carbon-intensive energy projects overseas.
"The goal of the policy ... is to
ensure that the vast majority
of US international energy
engagements promote clean
energy, advance innovative
technologies, boost US

from the consumption of
electricity or heating.
It also said it would reduce
carbon intensity - the amount
of carbon per unit of revenue
- from the "scope 3"
emissions - produced across
its wider value chain in areas
such
as
transportation,
purchased
goods
and
services and waste - by 50%
by 2030.
The company also pledged to
cut overall CO2 across all its
businesses by 1.5 gigatonnes
by 2035.

cleantech competitiveness, and support netzero transitions, except
in rare cases where
there are compelling
national
security,
geostrategic, or development/energy access
benefits and no viable
lower carbon alternatives accomplish the same goals," a
cable said.
The policy defines "carbonintensive” international energy engagements as projects
whose greenhouse gas intensity is above a threshold lifecycle value of 250 grams of
carbon dioxide per kilowatthour and includes coal, gas
or oil.
The policy bans any US government financing of overseas coal projects that do not
capture or only partially capture carbon emissions, allowing federal agencies to
engage on coal generation
only if the project demonstrates full emissions capture
or is part of an accelerated
phaseout.
EP
To achieve its goals, Alibaba
plans to deploy new energysaving,
high-efficiency
technologies, make further
use of renewables and also
explore "carbon removal
initiatives" that could extract
climate-warming greenhouse
gas from the atmosphere.
Daniel Zhang, the company's
chief executive, said the
company also sought to
"mobilize actions and behavioral
changes among consumers,
merchants and partners in China
and around the world".
EP
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Inter view

Coal Use Essential for
Affordable Energy Price

B

angladesh does not have basic
raw materials for the readymade
garment and textile industry. The
desired efficiency and productivity
could not also be achieved yet. These
two export products are competitive in
the world market relying on cheaper
energy and workers. The recent price
hike of primary fuel, particularly diesel,
would definitely create an adverse
impact on the industry. That is why, I
strongly believe, it is essential to exploit
our own coal resources and use it
efficiently for keeping the energy price
within the affordable limit over the next
decade. It would not even affect
Bangladesh’s achieving the climate
change benchmarks as the carbon
footprint of the country is negligible.
Faruque
Hassan,
President
of
Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers
and Exporters Association (BGMEA) and
Managing Director of Giant Textiles
Limited said the above in an exclusive
interview with Energy & Power Editor
Mollah Amzad Hossain.

Almost 100% of the population has
come under the power supply
coverage. How would you evaluate
this?
It's a great achievement indeed. This
success has definitely opened the
avenues for improvement of living
standard
of
rural
population,
modernizing and increasing output of
agricultural products, facilitating fresh
investments in industry, trade and
commerce. In the past, the investors had
to hesitate or think a few times for
investment due to 5-6 hours of chronic
power loadshedding. That situation no
longer exists now. The present success
is the outcome of the achievement in
the power sector.

RMG tops the list of export earnings.
What are your views about the
emerging future challenges of fuel
supply and other infrastructure
development?
The RMG and textile industry, including
spinning and weaving, is the backbone
of Bangladesh economy. This sector has
created huge employment. It has
opened the door for women
empowerment. A huge investment has
already been made in the backward and
forward linkages, and the flow of
investment continues. New investment
decelerated a bit for a government
decision of “no supply of gas and
electricity in areas outside specific
industrial zones”. For this, many
interested entrepreneurs cannot avail
the opportunities created in the spinning
sector. Those who are involved in both
RMG and textiles can only invest for
expanding their businesses.
Huge investment is now essential in the
RMG sector for meeting various
conditions of compliance and others of
the buyers of global market. Most of the
Special Economic Zones of the
government are not yet ready for setting
up industries. I hope the government
would make all SEZs ready with
electricity and gas supply infrastructure
and ETP in 2-3 years. Till then, say for 3
years, the government should withdraw
embargo on power and gas supply
elsewhere. That would ease investment
in the sector.

How do you evaluate the
preparedness of Bangladesh for
meeting the challenges emanated
from graduation to developing
country from LDC? What are the
new challenges of RMG sector?
Graduation would mature in 2026.

Faruque Hassan

I do not think that time has
come yet for us to phasing out
coal. Not only imported coal, we
must exploit our discovered coal
resource. We have to use it for
power generation. That would
be the cheapest source of
power generation

Bangladesh has requested for 3 years of
grace period till 2019. The GSP plus for
textile sector would come into effect
then. That would create impediment.
We do not have main raw materials and
chemicals. These are the main
challenges of the textile sector.
On behalf of BGMEA, we have already
started
analyzing
market
and
commodity.
But
for
effectively
managing the challenges, signing FTAs
and PTAs with other countries would be
better. For different reasons, the exportimport processes of Bangladesh are
complex. We must have to expedite the
process at every point of exit and entry.
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Warehouses need to be set up at every
land ports. That would increase revenue
earnings of the government alongside
easing the export-import activities for
the industry.

Captive power is still more popular
than grid power in RMG and textile
sector. Despite efforts, distribution
utilities have not made much
headway. Experts observe that this
issue cannot be tide over without
rationalizing price of grid and
captive power. What are your views?
Please note that the price is not the main
problem; quality power supply on
uninterruptible basis is the main
roadblock. If this can be ensured, grid
power would have no issue. I personally
believe using gas in boilers would make
better value addition than using gas for
captive power generation. But for issues
of unreliable supply of quality power
dying and textile industries have to rely
on captive power now.

Bangladesh RMG sector is now the
global leader as far as green
industry
endorsement.
More
investments are flowing in the
sector. Despite huge investments,
the higher price incentives are not
being received from the buyers.
How do you look at it?
Higher investment had to be made
taking into consideration the national
and social obligation for efficient use of
natural resources, electricity and
primary fuel. Fresh investments are
flowing. But it is also true that
commitments or assurances of higher
price from the buyers have not been
received as expected. But I believe in
the evolving global perspectives, the
buyers would soon come up with higher
price and other incentives.
On the other hand, the National Board of
Revenue has given 2% rebate on
corporate income tax for the green
industries. This should be increased to 5%.

You are working with SREDA and
GIZ for efficient use of energy and
other
primary
resources.
Introduction of Net Metering Policy
has opened new avenue for use of
renewable energy. What are your

views? What are the barriers here
you think?
Let me address the last section of your
question first. We are discussing with
local institutions and foreign agencies
about low cost financing. But there are
some real issues. It is like “Oiling the
Oily Surface”. Fund is being provided to
those industries which are already
efficient. Those who are wasting 20%,
they are given fund for reducing 1%.
But it would be possible to reduce 30%
for those who are wasting 50% if fund
is provided to them. But for equity and
mortgage issues, they are not getting
finance. BGMEA has talked with
relevant authorities but of no avail so far.
Introduction of Net Metering has
definitely created great opportunity for
RMG and textile industries for using the
roofs for solar power generation. But for
this, access to finance must be made
easier. Many industries do not have
capacity for financing on their own.
They are not able to meet all the
conditions of borrowing from banks. But
they are keen to achieve energy
efficiency. Greater success can be
achieved if these genuine issues are
taken into considerations.

Bangladesh is steadily turning into a
net primary fuel importing country.
Consequently, the price of energy
and power is also increasing as
domino effect. Further price increase
of power and gas in 2022 is under
consideration. In this situation how
do you think Bangladesh export
products can remain competitive in
the global market?
It goes without saying that it would be a
steep challenge for the Bangladesh RMG
and
textile
industries
retaining
competitiveness in the global market if
price of electricity and gas is further
increased from the present level. We must
keep in mind that despite continuous
efforts Bangladesh RMG could not
achieve the desired productivity yet.
Efficiency also is not up to international
standard. Cost of doing business is
relatively higher in Bangladesh. For huge
size of industries, China is in a position to
lower the cost. Our advantages are
cheaper labor and fuel.

On the other hand, after one year of low
international demand due to COVID-19
impact, fresh orders are piling up now.
The government must ensure that fresh
price hike of electricity and gas does not
create new impediment.

The
business
community
is
demanding
long
term
price
forecasting for a while. But that
could not be done yet. What do you
think about it?
Please note that the proven reserve of
natural gas is depleting. The import of
fuel is on rise. A long-term price
forecasting is now essential. I think the
government
should
work
on
announcing short, mid and long-term
pricing forecast of electricity and
primary fuel. The government should
also consider ways on how the factories
that are struggling for existence amid
higher fuel and electricity prices can be
provided with necessary support.

Actually the government has moved
out of coal. That has been vindicated
from the announcement of shelving
10 coal-fired power plants. There is
no positive mindset for mining own
coal. What are your views?
Carbon emission is a global issue. But
Bangladesh has no obligation for
reducing emission. Our carbon foot
print is negligible. Even if we reach zero
emission, it would have no impact on
global emission. Even then Bangladesh
has updated its NDC for reducing GHG
emission. Looking at India and China,
we find that they would continue using
coal. We started using coal by adopting
latest technologies. We must have a
right balance in the fuel mix for keeping
price within the affordable limit.
I do not think that time has come yet for
us to phasing out coal. Not only
imported coal, we must exploit our
discovered coal resource. We have to
use it for power generation. That would
be the cheapest source of power
generation. Bangladesh cannot attain
long-term energy security relying
exclusively on imported primary fuel. I
believe that there is no better alternative
now than exploiting our own coal
resources.
EP
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Column

A

s we step into yet another new
year in English calendar it will
be unfair if we fail to say a fitting farewell to the just-gone year of
2021. The year had witnessed the
world, including Bangladesh, to wage
a grim battle against the raging Covid19 pandemic. The pandemic claimed
tens of thousands of people worldwide, including over 28,000 in
Bangladesh. While the brutal pandemic is still sweeping the world with
its new variant Omicron the experience of the past year will sure guide
us to combat the deadly virus.
Bangladesh, meanwhile, prides in
doing relatively well in its handling of
the crisis despite chaos and some setbacks. As the Omicron variety, which
scientists say spread quicker than its
preceding cousins, has made its entry
into our country it will be wise for the
health ministry to take enough preparation to face it and not to relax in any
way.
Pandemic apart Bangladesh has a
special reason to remember the year
2021 for long. This had been the year
when we celebrated the 50 years of
our independence from Pakistan in a
bloody nine-month war against Pakistan. In the last month of the year on
Dec. 16 we celebrated the V-day
marking the surrender of 93,000 soldiers of Pakistan to the Bangladesh
Liberation Army and the Indian
forces, which came to our aid in freeing us from the clutches of the Pakistani exploiters and oppressors. It had
also been the year when we celebrated the extended birth centenary of
Father of the Nation Bangabandhu
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. The celebration will roll into the incoming year
when on March 17, the birth day of

the great leader, is set to celebrated in
a grand way.
In 2021, Bangladesh formally gained
the status of a developing nation (it
will be effective from 2026 at the request of Dhaka for preparations) after
the United Nations confirmed that the
country, under the leadership of
Prime Minister Sheikh, achieved all
three criteria for the elevation. With
this historic success Bangladesh fittingly rebuffed those who predicted at
its birth half a century ago it will not
survive as a nation. A country of the

Bangladesh today is
one of the rapid
growing economies of
the world and its
record of fastest
growth in the South
Asia despite
pandemic is being
discussed as an
emerging economic
powerhouse in
South Asia
then-population of 75 million had
faced severe food crisis in its initial
years. Now the same country with a
population of 160 million grows
enough food grains ensuring that no
one lives in hunger. Starting amid the
ruins left by the 1971 war Bangladesh
today is one of the rapid growing
economies of the world and its record
of fastest growth in the South Asia de-

spite pandemic is being discussed as
an emerging economic powerhouse
in South Asia. Now the world’s 45th
largest economy Bangladesh is well
on track to be the 25th biggest global
economy by 2041.
What a wonderful year the 2021 had
been! Yet we carry over some bitter
memories of the year. In October
when the minority Hindu community
was celebrating Durga Puja, their
largest religious festival, communal
elements unleashed a wave of violence. This unhappy incident pained
us more as never before the celebration of the puja had come under such
attacks in largely secular Bangladesh.
Sadly, it caused some tension across
the border which was brought under
control by the wise leadership of the
two friendly nations.
The year 2021 had unfortunately witnessed misuse and abuse of the
much-debated Digital Security Act
that had largely been used as a tool to
harass the critics of government. Journalists had been a badly affected by
it. It remains as a threat to freedom of
expression, speech and free media,
even though government ministers repeatedly insist that it is not aimed at
curbing free press and freedom of expression. Thankfully, according to
Law Minister Ansul Huq DSA is now
under review to ensure that it can’t be
abused by law enforcers. Last but not
the least we could have been happy
but for the US sanctions against Rab
and seven of its current and former officers.
Let the New Year wipes away all the
failures of the past year so we begin
with a new zeal and stronger optimism. We shall win for sure.
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